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LECTURE ONE: THE NATURE OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

Introduction 

Public speaking is an act or process of speaking to a group of people in a 

structured deliberate manner with a view to educating, persuading and 

informing the audience. It is also an oral presentation in which a speaker 

addresses an audience. With these definitions, it is obvious that public 

speaking involves speaking and this can be likened to conversation. In this 

lecture, the differences and similarities between public speaking and 

conversation will be explained. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain the meaning of public speaking  

2. discuss the similarities between public speaking and conversation 

3. discuss the differences between conversation and public speaking 

Pre-Test 

1. How is public speaking similar to everyday conversation? 

2. In what ways is public speaking different from everyday 

conversation? 

3. Explain in details, the meaning of public  speaking. 

CONTENT 

Public speaking is a planned, deliberate and a purposeful speech that is 

meant for a target audience. It has its root in democratic governance which 

all started in classical Greece. The process of delivering an address to a 
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public audience and the act of people coming to see the speaker and listen to 

the speech making is known as public speaking. 

Looking at our contemporary society, the aim of every man in life is to make 

a difference in the society. This makes all men to strive in order to make a 

difference either by turning the world around in their little way or by making 

an impact for the coming generation to see. This also applies to public 

speaking. It must make a difference. Public speaking gives at least three 

possible ways of making a difference. These are by persuading people to do 

the right thing, by informing people and by entertaining them. These are the 

three major goals of public speaking and are also reflected in our everyday 

conversation. 

Similarities between Public Speaking and Conversation 

In various ways, public speaking requires the same skills used in ordinary 

everyday conversation. Majority of people who speak well in daily talk can 

also learn to speak well in public speaking. This is because it requires a wide 

range of skills when talking to people and these skills are as follows: 

Organization: There is no listener that will want to listen to an unorganized 

talk. Any form of conversation or speech must be well organized. There 

must be a flow of thought from one conversation to another. There is need 

for a systematic or chronological arrangement of information. Any man that 

talks in an unorganized way will be called a lunatic. For instance, if a man is 

talking to his wife on what to do, he must give an organized instruction. 

Feedback: Anytime conversation or public speaking takes place, there is 

need to be conscious of audience reactions which could be verbal, facial or 

physical. 
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Both public speaking and everyday conversation must have impact on the 

life of the listeners. No person will ever want to sit down and listen to 

unfruitful conversation or speech. They both have a specific message to pass 

across to the listeners. 

Time: Both public speaking and conversation have specific time for the 

message. 

Differences between Conversation and Public Speaking  

Despite the similarities that exist between public speaking and everyday 

conversation, there are still certain differences. Some of these differences are 

explained below: 

Public speaking uses formal language: Slang, jargon and bad grammar 

have little or no place in public speaking. Listeners usually react negatively 

to speakers who do not have a good knowledge of the language used in 

addressing them. A speech is meant to be “special”. The language of formal 

speaking must reflect formality and decency.  

Public speaking is highly structured: It usually imposes strict time 

limitation on the speaker. It also requires much more detailed planning and 

preparation than ordinary conversation. In most cases, public speaking does 

not allow listeners to interrupt with questions or commentaries. 

Public speaking appears purposefully: There is an occasion that calls for 

it. Public speech is planned. Even, when it is impromptu, it still needs 

planning. 

Public speaking requires a different method of delivery: In public 

speaking, delivery matters a lot as speakers’ manner of delivery determines 
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the success grade. There is need to remove or reduce vocalized pauses, 

distacting mannerism and verbal habits. In public speech situation, it is 

necessary to be at alert to show dynamism. 

Summary 

The knowledge of public speaking will definitely affect one’s life positively. 

There will be a need to deliver a public speech some day and this must be 

properly done by researching topic and presenting it skillfully. There are 

many similarities between public speaking and daily conversation. The three 

major goals of public speaking: to inform, to persuade and to entertain are 

also the three major goals of everyday conversation. In conversation, you 

employ a wide range of skills such as organizing your thought logically, 

adapting it to listeners’ feedback and having maximum impact. These skills 

are also crucial for public speaking. Public speaking is also different from 

conversation. Public speaking is more highly structured and requires more 

formal and decent language. It appears more purposeful and demands a 

different method of delivery. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again 

2. What is your own definition of public speaking? 

3. In your view, is public speaking the same as your daily conversation? 

Explain 

References 

Stephen E. Lucas (1986). The Art of Public Speaking. New York: Random 

House, Inc. 
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LECTURE TWO: COMPONENTS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

Introduction 

Alimole (2002) describes a speech as “writing  for ear”. A standard speech 

has three major components. These are introduction, body and conclusion. In 

this lecture, we are not looking at these three major components but shall be 

explaining certain elements that constitute the components of a public 

speech. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1.  explain the components of public speaking. 

2. explain each element in details.  

3. know if these elements are similar to the three main components of a 

speech. 

Pre –Test 

1. What are the components of public speaking? 

2. How do these components determine the success or failure of a public 

speech? 

CONTENT 

The focus of most traditional communication studies has been on the 

speaker. After all, it is the speaker who manages communication especially 

in the public arena where discussion of facts, values and issues of policy 

formulation occur. No wonder we cannot underestimate the speaker as the 

first element of a public speaking situation. 
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Speaker 

Speech communication erupts with a speaker. It is noteworthy that the 

speaker is not always the encoder, especially if he has to represent the 

initiator  of the communication process. The success of a speaker rests solely 

on his personal credibility, knowledge of the subject, preparation of the 

speech, manner of speaking, sensitivity to the audience and the occasion. 

Effective speech delivery transcends dexterity as it also requires enthusiasm. 

Listeners are bound to be indifferent to your speech presentation unless you 

are fully equipped with something that ignites your own enthusiasm. 

Message 

Message is the pre-occupation of the speaker. The goal of a public speaker is 

to have his intended message transmitted to the destination. What the 

speaker says and how it is said goes a long way in achieving the success of 

speech. A shrewd speaker is expected to narrow down his central idea to 

what can be discussed adequately within the stipulated time. He or she must 

thoroughly research the topic and use relevant supporting details with a view 

to making his or her message clear, accurate, vivid, appropriate and 

convincing. Also, an effective speaker must organize his ideas so listeners 

can follow them without getting lost. One way of achieving this is through 

the use of signposts. 

The information exchanged between transceivers is the message. The 

speaker’s message is better sent with the tone of his voice, appearance, 

gestures, facial expression, and eye contact. 

Channel/Medium 
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Messages are sent through channels. The channel is the means by which a 

message is communicated. In a public speaking situation, speakers may use 

one or more of several channels-each of which will affect the message 

received by the audience. Human beings are described as multi-channel 

communicators and the more the channels engaged in a communicative act, 

the greater the chances that the act would be successful. Spoken words are 

carried by sound waves while visual messages are carried by light waves. 

The conduit pipe through which the medium chosen is transmitted to the 

audience is the channel. 

Medium and channel are used interchangeably by some communication 

scholars whereas some try to differentiate them. The medium of 

communication often refers to the technical aspects of communication. The 

form in which the speaker prefers to package the message is the medium. 

Therefore, the medium could be oral, written or non-verbal. The major thing 

about public speaking is that the speaker must be heard. Are you using a 

microphone? Let it be properly handled. It must not be too close or too far 

from you. You must be more cautious if the message is being transmitted 

live. 

Context/Situation 

Communication takes place in a context, place, setting or environment. The 

setting of a speech delivery informs the meaning the transceivers attach to it. 

Context or situation is the time and place in which speech communication 

occurs. Certain occasions such as political campaigns, religious services, 

graduation ceremonies and funerals require different  kinds of speeches. 

Public speakers must be alive to every public situation. A good public 
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speaker speaks to mirror the occasion. The context must evoke the message, 

not the message altering the context. A speech in time of prosperity must be 

different from a speech in time of austerity. 

Audience/Listener 

An audience is the person who receives the communicated message. Without 

the audience, there is no communication. An effective speaker must be 

audience-centered. Speech presentation must be done with the audience in 

mind. Everything a speaker says is filtered through a listener’s frame of 

reference. This is because the duo is different people who can never have 

exactly the same frame of reference. 

A public speaker must take great care to adapt the message to the particular 

audience being addressed. A successful speaker is meticulous enough not to 

insult the listeners’ culture. It must be noted that any speaker who fails to 

relate to the audience interests, knowledge, experience and values will lose 

them. 

Feedback  

The negative or positive, immediate or delayed, verbal or non-verbal 

reactions we receive during any speech communication are called feedback. 

Communication is incomplete without the listeners’ responses. More often 

than not, feedback usually comes in non-verbal forms such as head nods, 

frowns, smiles and facial expressions. As a speaker, you need to keep 

yourself abreast of these reactions and to adjust your message accordingly. 
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Noise/Interference 

Noise is anything that impedes the communication of a message between a 

speaker and an audience. It is any internal or external factors that cause a 

breakdown in communication. Interference is anything that affects the 

fidelity of the code. There is the physical or environmental noise which 

disturbs the ears. Also, there is the psychological noise which deals with the 

state of mind or disposition of one of the transceivers. It may be due to 

emotional incapability, tiredness, poor mental attitude or depression. There 

is the physiological noise which relates to the state of health of either the 

speaker or the listeners. Linguistic noise, which could be semantic, 

grammatical or phonological, does result in ineffective speech delivery. 

Mechanical or technological noise, which is any element that mars the 

clarity of verbal presentation, must equally not be undermined. This is the 

situation when there is a problem with the machine, system or other 

equipment in a speech communication process. 

Effects 

Effects, in communication, are very difficult to measure. This has made 

many communication researchers to prefer the terms impact and influence. 

Effects, however, refer to the speaker’s goals and expectations at the end of 

the speech delivery. Effects could be physical, emotional or cognitive. It is 

whatever the audience does as a result of the speaker’s message. 

Summary  

The components of a public speech include speaker, message, 

channel/medium, context/situation, audience/listener, feedback, 
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noise/interference and effects. The speaker initiates a speech transaction and  

communicates the message through a particular channel. The audience 

receives the communicated message and provides verbal or non-verbal 

feedback. Interference is anything that inhibits the communication of a 

message, and the situation is the time and setting in which speech 

communication occurs. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again 

2. How do the eight components of public speaking interact to determine 

the success or failure of a speech? 

References 

Gamble, T.K. and Gambe, M. (1996) Communication Works. New York: McGraw Hill 

Hybels, S. and Weaver II, R. (2011) Communicating Effectively. Boston: McGraw Hill 

Maurus, J. (1999) The Art of Communication Effectively. Bandra, Mumbai: Better 

Yourself Books 
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LECTURE THREE: ETHICS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

Introduction  

Speech making is a form of power and therefore carries with it heavy ethical 

responsibilities. When the power of speech is abused, the results can be 

disastrous. Questions of ethics in speech making usually focus on the 

speaker’s goals and methods. Your maiden responsibility is to make sure 

your goals are ethically sound. What about the methods? Even if your goals 

are worthy you are unethical if you employ wrong methods to achieve them. 

In public speaking, the ends do not justify the means. This lecture, therefore, 

discusses the ethical constructs of an effective public speaker. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain ethics the meaning of ethnics. 

2. discuss the guidelines for ethical methods in speech making. 

3. explain the ethical constructs of any profession of your choice. 

Pre-Test 

1. Define ethics 

2. What ethical guidelines are necessary for effective religious speech-

making? 

3. At what point in public speaking does the issue of ethics arise? 

CONTENT 

“Ethics”, according to the Longman Dictionary of contemporary English 

(2005:533), is the plural form of the noun ‘ethic’. It means “moral rules or 
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principles of behaviour for deciding what is right and wrong”. Oyekan 

(2006:16-17) linked ethics with axiology, a major branch of philosophy, and 

it has to do with the distinction between good and bad. Surakat (2001:20) 

describes ethics as a system of morality which distinguishes right from 

wrong; a way through which man’s utterances is judged right or wrong. 

From the foregoing, it is clear that the issue of right and wrong are a sine-

qua-non the meaning of ethics. The issue of right and wrong is itself a 

relative term; hence the tireless attempts by authors to define it with 

particular reference to their own societies. In short, ethics are socially 

established rights and wrongs and they are the origin of most legal systems. 

Guidelines for ethical methods in speech making include the following: 

Be well informed about your subject: You have an obligation to yourself, 

to your listeners and to explore your speech topic as fully as possible. The 

speaker is expected to carry out a thorough research on the topic, seek out 

competing viewpoints and get the facts right. 

Be honest in what you say: A speaker should beware of the temptation to 

distort the truth for his or her own purpose. Responsible speakers do not 

falsify facts, do not present a few facts as the whole story, do not present 

tentative findings as conclusions. As a matter of fact, they hardly present 

other people’s ideas as their own. Their speeches are not plagiarized. A good  

speaker is ethically obliged to credit his or her source of information. 

Use sound evidence: Good speeches are not composed of hot air. You will 

need verifiable evidence to explain and support your ideas. Always avoid 

sweeping statements. When using evidence, be sure not to take quotations 

out of context, not to juggle statistics, not to present unusual cases as 
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representative examples. A good speaker uses sources of information that 

are objective reliable and qualified. 

Employ valid reasoning: Responsible public speakers usually try to avoid 

such fallacies as making hasty generalizations, asserting casual connections 

where none exist, using invalid analogies and pandering to passion and 

prejudice. 

Know how to organize and present your speech: Good speakers are able 

to organize and present their ideas in patterns that listeners can easily follow 

and remember. 

One of the best ways to improve your effectiveness as a speaker is to learn 

how to select and use supporting materials. They make your ideas clear and 

convincing. Such supporting materials are factual evidence, examples, 

statistics and relevant personal experience. 

Dress to suit the occasion: A number of studies have confirmed that 

personal appearance plays an important role in speech presentation. 

Audience always sees the speaker before they hear him or her. Just as you 

adapt your language to the audience and occasion, so should you dress 

appropriately. You are unethical if your dressing offends your listeners. 

Appropriateness, of course, depends on the occasion, audience and the 

speaker. 

Respect your audience: The audience is the reason for a speech event. You 

must be mindful of your audience. A good speaker ensures that his or her 

diction, verbal and non-verbal cues do not insult them. The audience 

analysis skills and techniques in chapter four will help you throughout the 

public-speaking process. 
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The consciousness of your audience is vital as you select a topic, determine 

the purpose of your speech, develop your central idea, generate the main 

ideas, gather supporting material, firm up your organization, rehearse, and 

deliver your speech. The audience can either make or mar a speech event. 

So, be mindful of them! 

Summary 

Ethics is an issue that must not be jettisoned by a public speaker. Ethical 

speakers use sound means to achieve sound ends. They are well -informed 

about their audience; honest in what they say and conscious of the dangers 

of logical fallacies.  

Post-Test 

1. What are the ethical responsibilities of a public speaker? 

2. Attempt the pre-test questions again. 

References 

Bamisaiye, R. (1989) A Practical Approach to Philosophy of Education. 

Ibadan: AMD Publishers 

Kneller, G.F. (1971) Introduction to the Philosophy of Education. Canada: 

John Wiley & Sons 

Okunna, S.C. (1995) Ethics of Mass Communication. Enugu: New 

Generation Books 
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LECTURE FOUR: AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 

Introduction  

The key elements in communication are source, receiver, message and 

channel. These four elements are important, but perhaps the most important 

is the receiver. In public speaking, the receiver is the audience, and the 

audience is the reason for a speech event. It is always a good idea to begin a 

speech with a thorough knowledge of the audience. In speech 

communication, we simply call this “doing an audience analysis”. An 

audience analysis is when all of the pertinent elements defining the makeup 

and characteristics of the speaker’s audience are considered. This lecture 

explains why it is important to become an audience-centered speaker. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain a demographic audience analysis.  

2. explain a psychological audience analysis. 

3. examine a situational audience analysis. 

Pre-Test 

1. Why is it necessary to be an audience-centered speaker? 

2. Discuss the dimensions that can be used for pre-speech analysis. 

3. Explain why a public speaker must avoid gender stereotypes, sexist 

language and ethnocentrism in a public speaking situation. 
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CONTENT 

It is important to be an effective audience-centered speaker. Being audience-

centered does not mean you should tell the listeners only what they want to 

hear, or that you should fabricate information simply to please your audience 

or achieve your goal. If you adapt to your audience by abandoning your own 

values and sense of truth, then you will become an unethical speaker rather 

than an audience-centered one. It was president Truman who pondered, “I 

wonder how far Moses would have gone if he had taken a poll in Egypt?” 

The audience centered speaker adjusts his or her topic, purpose, central idea, 

main ideas, supporting materials, organization, and even delivery of the 

speech so as to encourage the audience to listen to his or her speech. The 

goal is to make the audience come away from the speaking situation, if not 

persuaded, then at least feeling thoughtful rather than offended or hostile. It 

is vital to analyse your audience before doing anything else. We shall 

discuss ways to analyse and adapt to your audience before, during and after 

your speech. 

Demographic Audience Analysis 

A basic approach to anlysing an audience is to identify its demographic 

makeup. Demographics are statistics on population characteristics such as 

age, race, gender, educational level, and religious views. In essence, 

demographic information provides clues to help the speaker determine how 

to adapt to his or her listeners. For instance, knowing the age of your 

audience can be very helpful in choosing your topic and approach. Although, 

you must exercise caution in generalizing from only one factor such as age. 
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A shrewd speaker must avoid gender stereotypes, sexist language and 

ethnocentrism.  

A person’s sex is determined by biology, as reflected in his or her anatomy 

and reproductive systems; someone is born either male or female. Gender is 

the culturally constructed and psychologically based perception of one’s self 

as feminine or masculine. A sexist perspective stereotypes prejudges how 

someone will react based on his or her sex. Take time to educate yourself 

about what words, phrases, or perspectives are likely to offend or create 

psychological noise for your listeners. Ethnocentrism is an assumption that 

your own cultural approaches are superior to those of other cultures. If your 

audience catches even a hint that you think your own cultural traditions are 

better than their cultural traditions, you have built walls between you and 

your listeners. The audience-centered speaker is sensitive to cultural 

differences and avoids utterances that would disparage the cultural 

background of the audience. As you approach any public-speaking situation, 

avoid an ethnocentric mind-set. 

Psychological Audience Analysis 

Democraphic information enables you to make some relevant inferences 

about your audience and to predict likely responses. Learning how the 

members of your audience feel about your topic and purpose many provide 

specific clues about possible reactions. A psychological audience analysis 

explores an audience’s attitudes toward a topic, purpose, and speaker, while 

probing the underlying beliefs and values that might affect these attitudes. 

The attitudes, beliefs, and values of an audience may greatly influence a 
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speaker’s selection of a topic and specific purpose, as well as various other 

aspects of speech preparation and delivery. 

An attitude reflects likes or dislikes while a belief is what you hold to be true 

or false. Beliefs underlie attitudes. A value is an enduring concept of good 

and bad, right and wrong. Values support both attitudes and beliefs. For 

example, you are against capital punishment because you believe that it is 

wrong to kill people. You value human life. 

Situational Audience Analysis 

A good speaker should not ruin his or her speaking situation. The situation 

for which the listeners are gathered is rather considered. Situational 

audience analysis includes a consideration of the time and place of your 

speech, the size of your audience, and the speaking occasion. Although these 

are not technically elements of audience analysis, they can have a major 

effect on how your listeners may respond to you. You may have no control 

over when you will be speaking, but when designing and delivering a talk, a 

seasoned public speaker considers the time of day as well as audience 

expectations about the length of the speech. A good speaker is mindful of 

the physical setting of the speech event. Physical conditions can affect your 

performance, the audience response and the overall success of the speech. 

Also, be conscious of your time limits. If you are expected to speak for 30 

minutes, it is usually ethical to end either right at 30minutes or even a little 

earlier. Another vital way to gain clues about your listeners is to consider the 

reason they have gathered. What occasion brings this audience together? The 

expectations of those that gathered for a funeral will obviously be different 

from those people who have asked you to say a few words after a 
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presidential banquet. Knowing the occasion helps you predict both 

demographic characteristics of the audience as well as the members’ 

psychological state of mind. 

In preparing for a speaking assignment, ask the following questions, and 

keep the answers in mind: 

1. How many people are expected to attend the speech? 

2. How is the audience seating be arranged? 

3. How close will I be to the audience? 

4. Will I speak from the lectern? 

5. Will I be expected to use a microphone? 

6. Will I be on a stage or a raised platform? 

7. What is the room lighting like? 

8. Will I have adequate equipment for visual aids? 

9. Where will I appear on the programme? 

10. Will there be noise or distractions outside the room? 

Advance preparation will help you avoid last-minutes surprises about the 

speaking environment and the physical arrangement for your speech. A well-

prepared speaker adapts his or her message not only to the audience but also 

to the speaking environment. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again 

2. What is the difference between attitudes, beliefs and values? 

3. What pre cautionary measures would you take in preparing for a 

speech to be delivered on the floor of the National Assembly? 
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Summary 

Obviously, when thinking about what kind of topic you are going to select, it 

is compulsory for you to keep your audience in mind. Not doing so will put 

your speech at risk of not corresponding with the information needs of your 

audience and further jeopardize your credibility as a speaker. In this lecture, 

we have disposed how to analyze an audience. In brief, this information 

equips you with the basic knowledge and skill-set required to ensure that 

your topic complements your audience. And, after all, if you are not 

adapting to meet the needs of your audience, you are not going to be an 

informative or a convincing speaker. 

References 

Bem, D.J. (1970). Beliefs, attitudes, and human affairs, Belmont, CA: 

Brooks/Cole Pub. Co. 

Benjamin, B. (1969). Demographic Analysis. New York: Praeger. 

Clevenger, T. (1996). Audience Analysis Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merril. 

Colburn, C.W.,  and  Weinberg, S.B. (1981) Listening and audience analysis 

Chicago: Science Research Associates. 
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LECTURE FIVE: SPEECH PRESENTATION AND 

ORGANIZATION 

Introduction 

The prepared or written speech is one which involves some prior preparation 

and is not restricted to the writing of the speech. A serious consideration of 

the situation under which the speech is to be delivered, the purpose of the 

presentation, and the prospective audience require total attention. In our 

discussion of speech organization, we shall concentrate on the activities 

involved in all parts of speech making. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. state the steps in speech organization. 

2. discuss the techniques used in capturing the audience attention. 

3. explain the three basic parts of a speech. 

Pre-Test 

1. Discuss the basic patterns of organizing main points in a speech 

2. What are the four kinds of speech connectives? 

3. Explain the similarities and differences between the  introduction and 

conclusion of a speech. 

CONTENT 

The maiden step in speech making is choosing a topic. Usually the speech 

topic is determined by the occasion, the audience and the speaker’s 

qualifications. Whatever means you use for selecting a topic, start early and 
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avoid procrastination. Along with choosing a topic, there is the need to judge 

the general purpose of your speech. The purpose may be to inform, to 

persuade, to educate or to entertain. When your general purpose is to inform, 

it should be done clearly, accurately and interestingly. When your general 

purpose is to persuade, your goal is to win over your listeners to your point 

of views. You are to act as an advocate. Therefore, you go beyond giving 

information to espousing a cause. A persuasive speaker wants to change or 

structure the attitudes or actions of the audience. The difference between 

informing and persuading is the difference between “explaining” and 

“exhorting”. Once you have chosen a topic and a general purpose, the need 

to narrow your choices to determine the specific purpose of speech becomes 

inevitable. The specific purpose should focus on one aspect of a topic and 

should be stated in a single infinitive phrase. 

The first step in developing a strong sense of speech organization is to gain 

command of the three basic parts of a speech: introduction, body and 

conclusion. 

Introduction 

Great speeches are remembered for their introductions. The hardest part of 

any presentation is the beginning. If you get through the opening  stages of 

your speech without blundering, the rest will go much more smoothly. A 

good introduction is an excellent confidence booster while a poor genesis 

may distract or alienate listeners.  

A speaker’s effort is bound to fail unless he can arouse the interest of his 

audience in the speech. If your topic is not of extraordinary interest, your 

listeners are likely to say to themselves, “So what? Who cares?” No matter 
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how renowned the speaker or how important the topic, the speaker can easily 

lose an audience if he or she doesn’t use the introduction to get their 

attention and quicken their interest. 

The techniques used in capturing the attention of the speaker’s audience 

include the following: 

Relate the topic to the audience 

If a speaker succeeds in relating the topic to his listeners, they are much 

more likely to be interested in it. People always pay attention to things that 

affect them directly. 

Startle the audience 

One reliable way to arouse interest quickly is to startle your audience with 

an intriguing or captivating statement. 

Begin with a Quotation 

Another way to arouse the interest of your audience is to start with an 

attention-getting quotation. You must, however, make sure that your 

quotation is relatively short. A lengthy quotation is a sure way to set your 

audience yawning. 

Greeting the Audience 

Most speakers use salutation as a part of introduction to arrest the attention 

at the audience of the beginning of a speech presentation and also at the end 

to indicate the end of the speech. 
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Definition 

Speakers define and explain, for clarity, terms that they believe  are strange 

to majority of the audience. They give pertinent background information, 

present the thesis statement and indicate the scope of the content area the 

speech will cover. It must be noted that a weak introduction could lead to 

loss of interest by the listeners before the presenter even gets into the body 

of the speech. 

Thought-Provoking Questions 

Thought-provoking questions, as in rhetorical questions, arouse feedback in 

the audience. This technique could be useful for both the oral and written 

forms of communication. The approach used in this resource material is a 

good example of this technique. The pre-test and post-test at the beginning 

and end of each lecture are either thought-provoking questions or statements. 

Anecdotes 

An anecdote is a personal story that is borne out of the speaker’s garnered 

wealth of experience. Anecdotes are used to explain, describe or illustrate 

definite and specific points. 

Use of titles and headings 

The use of striking titles and headings for speeches is a good technique as 

they help the speaker to transmit his messages in meaningful chunks. 

Voice Modulation 

A presenter could employ voice modulation to capture the attention of his 

listeners by setting and regulating the tone of his speech. People are always 
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fascinated with the way a speech is delivered than with the content of the 

message. The authoritative voice, command of language and assuring 

composure add up to make an impressive speech delivery. 

Use of Visual Aids 

A visual aid is anything used by the speaker that relates to the speech and 

can be seen by the audience. Although visual aids create lasting images, the 

use of them requires caution. They should be properly positioned to enable 

the audience to have a class view of them. Visual aids are meant to aid a 

speech. They should, therefore, be displayed when the speaker is talking 

about them and removed as soon as he finishes using them; otherwise, they 

could be a source of distraction. These aids include charts, blackboard, 

slides, photographs and projectors, among others. 

The Body 

The body of a speech discusses the nucleus of the message. The process of 

organizing the body of a speech begins when you determine the main points. 

The main points are the central features of your speech. You should select 

them painstakingly, phrase them precisely, and arrange them strategically. If 

the purpose of a speech is to inform the audience, verifiable facts should be 

provided. If it is to persuade, listeners should be stimulated into action. The 

body should delight the audience if the purpose is for entertainment.  The 

main points are developed with speech substances needed for a good speech. 

Once your main points are established, you need to decide their order of 

presentation in your speech. This is extremely vital, for it will affect both the 

clarity and the persuasiveness of your ideas. The most effective order 

depends on your topic, your purpose and your audience. The basic patterns 
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of organization used most often in a public speaking situation include the 

following: 

Chronological Order 

Speeches arranged chronologically follow a time pattern. They may narrate a 

series of events in the sequence in which they happened. Any speech that 

aims at explaining a process will find chronological pattern very useful. For 

example, narrating the biography of late Chinua Achebe will require a 

sequential pattern. 

Causal Order 

Speeches arranged in causal order organize main points so as to show a 

cause-effect relationship. It is a method of exposition which tries to examine 

the causes of an action and the consequences arising from it. Cause-effect 

relationship may sometimes move from one cause to several linked 

immediate and remote causes and from one effect to several. This method  

might be necessary in scientific speeches or everybody affair. The pattern 

will most likely be employed in topics such as: 

1. The extensive deforestation of Nigeria is a serious problem. 

2. 2011 post-election violence in Nigeria: causes and effects. 

 Comparison/Contrast 

Comparison and contrast examine ways in which things, places, ideas, and 

persons are similar or dissimilar. The things compared or contrasted should 

belong to the same class in order to x-ray similarities or differences from the 

same pedestal. This method aids the simplification of complex and abstract 

concepts. 
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Problem-Solution Order 

Speeches arranged in problem-solution order are divided into two main 

parts. The first reveals the existence and seriousness of a problem. The 

second presents a workable solution to the problem. This method helps the 

speaker to identify a problem and then suggests a lasting solution. It is a 

method that can be used both for persuasive and informative speeches. 

Spatial Order 

Spatial order, like chronological order, is most often used in informative 

speeches. Speeches arranged spatially follow a directional pattern. That is, 

the main points proceed from top to bottom, left to right, East to West, 

Heaven to Earth. 

Analogy 

Analogy is a method which tries to show that similarity exists between two 

things that are obviously dissimilar. It differs from a comparison by focusing 

on one topic with the second subject as a secondary subject. An analogy 

usually looks like this: 

The process of learning is like building a house; every block you place on it 

leads to growth. The more you learn the wiser you get; just the more you 

build the bigger your house. 

Exemplification 

This is a simplified pattern of advancing the main points through  examples 

or illustrations. It enables you to show your audience what you mean, thus 

transforming an abstract or vague topic into an understandable one. 
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In brief, it is noteworthy that apart from these widely known organizational 

patterns, there are still several techniques that can be employed. Whichever 

is used, unity, clarity, coherence, logicality and versatility of arrangement 

pattern must be observed in order to nip boredom in the bud.  

Connectives 

Use of connectives in speech organization cannot be undermined. 

Transitions, internal previews, internal summaries and signposts are types of 

connectives. Transitions are words or phrases that indicate when a speaker 

has completed one thought and is moving on to another. These include 

words and phrases like however, furthermore, nevertheless, in addition to, so 

much for, in conclusion, among others. Internal previews usually appear in 

the body of speech. They make the audience know what the speaker will 

take up next, but are more detailed than transitions. Internal summaries are 

the reverse of internal previews. Rather than letting listeners know what is 

coming up next, internal summaries remind audience of what they have just 

heard. The speaker takes a moment to summaries the preceding point rather 

than moving immediately to the next point. Internal summaries help in 

clarifying and reinforcing ideas. Signposts are very brief statements that 

indicate exactly where you are in the speech. They are always cardinal and 

ordinal numerical pronouns like first, second, third, fourth, the second cause, 

the third reason, the final contributing cause, and so on. 

The conclusion 

The conclusion is the epilogue of a speech. “Great is the art of beginning”, 

said Longfellow, “but greater the art is of ending”. Many a speaker has 

ruined an otherwise fine speech by a long-winded or antagonistic 
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conclusion. Your closing remarks are your last chance to drive home your 

ideas. The need to craft your conclusion with as much care as your  

introduction is not far –fetched. Your final impression will linger in your 

listeners’ minds. The last words are what your listeners are likely to 

remember. Therefore, the conclusion of a speech, deserves a strong and 

perfect finish. 

In ending your speech adhere strictly to the following tips: 

a. Signal the end of the speech with the use of words and phrases that 

have the tones of finality like “In conclusion”, “In closing”, “One last 

thought”, “My purpose has been”, “Let me end by saying”. These are 

all brief clues that you are getting ready to stop. 

b. Let your audience know the end is in sight by use of the voice-tone, 

pacing, intonation and rhythm, vocal pitch, gestures, pauses and 

choice of words. A superb example of this method is the memorable 

conclusion to Martin Luther king’s “I have a dream” speech. 

c. Reinforce the central idea by summarizing your speech, ending with a 

quotation, making a dramatic statement and referring to the 

introduction. 

d. Conclude with a bang, not a whimper. Be creative in devising a 

conclusion that hits the hearts and minds of your audience. 

e. Don’t be long-winded. Nothing annoys audiences more than a speaker 

who says “In conclusion” several times without concluding. Be 

warned! 

f. Write out your conclusion word for word. Learn it so thoroughly that 

you can deliver it smoothly, confidently and with feeling. Make your 

last impression as forceful, favourable and memorable as you can. 
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Summary 

Faultless organization is crucial to speech making. Audience demand 

coherence. They get only one chance to grasp a speaker’s ideas, and have 

little patience for speakers who beat about the bush. A well-organized 

speech will enhance your credibility and make it easier for the audience to 

understand your message. In this lecture, we have dealt with the 

indispensable steps in organizing speeches through the evaluation of its three 

basic parts: introduction, body and conclusion. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again. 

2. Your department is expecting the arrival of the senate president. 

Prepare a speech you will deliver on behalf of the Language and 

Communication Arts Students. 

3. What are fire tips for ending your speech? 
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LECTURER SIX: TYPES OF SPEECHES 

Introduction 

A speech occurs in different situation and context. The major purpose of 

delivering a speech informs the manner of presentation. A formal speech, for 

instance, requires adequate substance and impeccable diction. Speeches 

meant for special occasions such as weddings, funerals, dedications, 

retirement dinners and award ceremonies will expect the speaker to make his 

remarks brief, completely accurate and adapt them to the speaker, the 

audience and the occasion. The speaker’s success will depend on how well 

he or she puts into language the thoughts and feelings appropriate to the 

occasion. In this lecture, attempt is made to discuss the categories of 

speeches. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain an informative speech 

2. differentiate between a convincing and a persuasive speech 

3. discuss the relevance of logic in public speaking. 

Pre-Test 

1. Why do convincing speakers need to use evidence? 

2. Discuss the relationship between a convincing and a persuasive speech 

3. Explain the guidelines for an effective informative speech. 
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CONTENT 

Speeches are of five types. These are the informative speech, persuasive 

speech, convincing speech, entertaining speech and speeches meant for 

special occasions. 

Informative Speech 

The informative speech remains the cornerstone upon which the 

superstructure of other categories of speeches are built. It is also referred to 

as the expository speech. Choosing a topic and specific purpose, analyzing 

the audience, gathering materials, choosing supporting details, organization 

the speech, using words to communicate meaning and delivering the speech 

must be done effectively if your informative speech is to be a success. The 

ultimate goal of a good informative speaker is to make the audience say “I 

see, I can understand”. They must not be left confused. Therefore, the 

speaker is expected to be objective, thorough and clear in his presentation. 

The aim of an informative speech is to make issues very clear and impart 

knowledge. Be sure to give your listeners enough help in sorting out facts 

and ideas during the speech. One way of  doing this is by previewing the 

main points of your speech in the introduction, and summarizing them in the 

conclusion. Another way is by using effective transitions, internal previews, 

internal summaries and signposts. 

Guidelines for Effective Informative Speeches 

These guidelines are indispensable for effective informative  speeches. 
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• Proper presentation of your subject 

Let your audience know the perspective in which you are looking at the 

subject matter. Your point of view may be as a communicator, a scientist or 

an engineer. 

• Arouse interest in your topic 

Speakers have been known to give much the same answer in saving face 

after a dismal informative speech. “Oh”, they say, “the speech was great, but 

the audience just wasn’t interested”. Then was the speech great? A great 

speech is measured by its impact on a particular audience. It is the speaker’s 

responsibility to get listeners interested. There is no such thing as a great 

speech that lulls people to sleep. Informative speakers must be abreast of the 

fact that what is fascinating to them may not be fascinating to everybody. 

Once you have chosen a topic that could possibly be interesting to your 

audience, you should take special steps to tie it in with their interests and 

concerns. Get your audience involved right at the genesis. Let them know 

why your message is important to them. Bring your material home to them. 

Subjects that are abstract in nature should not be further aggravated with 

boring presentation. 

Avoid being too technical 

An informative speech is said to be too technical when the subject matter is 

too specialized for the audience. Even when the subject matter is not too 

technical, the language used to explain it may be. Every discipline has its 

jargons.  An informative speaker should to know what can be explained to 

an ordinary audience and what cannot. You need to make your presentation 

easy for your listeners to get a mental picture of your message. A good 
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speaker presents his topic clearly, avoiding ambiguous and vague 

expressions. To aid clarity, define your terms, use examples and 

illustrations, explain ideas and policies to facilitate a good and informed 

communication. 

Avoid Abstractions 

A speech is not a literary genre. Many informative speeches would remain 

memorable through description. Description can be used to communicate 

external events and internal feelings. A vivid description is able to lend 

reality to the speech and draw the audience further in. 

Personalize Your Ideas 

Listeners do not only want to be enlightened, they also want to be 

entertained. Nothing takes the edge off an informative speech more than an 

unbroken string of facts and figures. Also, nothing enlivens a speech more 

than personal illustrations. People are always interested in people. They  

react to stories, not statistics. You should try to personalize your ideas and 

dramatize them in human terms. 

In brief, an informative speaker should learn to follow general statements 

with facts to avoid being guilty of logical fallacies. It is unethical to give a 

misleading information just as it is also unethical not to credit the sources of 

your information. You may be guilty of plagiarism. You should maintain a 

sense of objectivity and proportion. Also, learn how to allot your points to 

suit the allotted time. 
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Convincing Speech 

The convincing speech seeks to influence the listeners’ judgement 

concerning a particular subject-matter. The speech to convince may serve as 

a preparation for persuasion or it may serve as an end itself. An element of 

conviction is required to be able to be a good persuasive speaker. You may 

be persuaded to take a cause of action but may not be convinced. A speaker 

who aims at altering the opinions and beliefs of his listeners on any subject 

has conviction as a general purpose. Conviction is stronger than persuasion. 

For persuasion to last, the need to achieve conviction is not debatable. 

Marriage, for instance, is grounded on conviction though a little bit of  

persuasion is required. It is an advanced stage of persuasion. 

For conviction to be effective, a speaker relies solely upon facts, logic and 

authoritative opinions. Facts are indisputable. For example, it cannot be 

disputed that Nigeria attained her independence in 1960. An opinion is 

whether Nigeria has progressed since then or not. Logic is the branch of 

philosophy that deals with the study of critical reasoning. A field of study 

that mainly deals with criteria for the evaluation of arguments. You should 

note that everything is not logical, though reasoning is a unique kind of 

thinking associated with logic. Logic can be deductive or inductive. 

Deductive reasoning is a syllogistic reasoning which moves from a general 

premise to a specific conclusion. In inductive reasoning, however, a general 

conclusion is reached at the end of a process on which a whole series of facts 

or evidence is gathered or weighed. Inductive reasoning, then, moves from 

specific to a general statement. Logic, in public speaking, is basically an 

extension of reasoning in other aspects of life. As a good public speaker, 

your reasoning is not only expected to be sound, you must also try to get 
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listeners to agree with your reasoning. Reasoning is the process of drawing a 

conclusion based on evidence. 

In the classic deductive syllogism, you reason from a general premise to a 

specific conclusion. Although public speakers seldom reason this formally; 

they often rely on informal deductive reasoning when trying to convince an 

audience. Consider this claim, “If you want to become a professor, you 

should study harder”. This claim would look like this if put into a syllogistic 

form: 

a. People who study harder usually become professors.  

b. You want to become a professor. 

c. Therefore, you should study harder. 

When you reason inductively, you progress from a number of particular 

facts to a general conclusion. For example: 

Fact 1: My communication course last semester was interesting. 

Fact 2: My classmate’s communication course was interesting. 

Fact 3: My friend’s communication course was interesting. 

Conclusion: Communication courses are interesting. 

This example clearly supports that we use inductive reasoning daily, 

although we probably do not take cognizance of it. 

A good speaker must not be guilty of fallacies and must demonstrate a very 

good understanding of the topic being discussed. You should try as much as 

possible to avoid “I think, I think”. Rather, be calm, coherent and firm in 

your assessment of opposing views. A convincing speaker is ready to admit 
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witnesses in his own case. This gives the audience the impression that you 

have succeeded in evaluating the pros and cons of the subject matter. Your 

speech is said to be more convincing when you do not only radiate 

confidence but you also have yourself and subject under control in the 

process of speech delivery. 

Debate 

Debate is a known type of the convincing speech. For every debate, there is 

an underlining proposition and for every good debate, a proposition must 

have two good sides. The speaker begins by clearly telling the audience what 

he is advocating and proceeds to advancing reasons why his position should 

be accepted. This is  known as a frontal attack method. It is often used on 

the floor of the National Assembly. It is a method used when the audience is 

aware that a problem exists but may not have taken a position. Let us 

consider these examples: A six-year single term for president and governors. 

The creation of state police. A review of the NYSC scheme and campaign for 

two-party system in Nigeria. These are obviously argumentative in nature. 

Analytical method, however, is used when the listeners  are not aware that 

there is a problem or when they do not know the severity of the problem. 

Rural dwellers, for instance, may know little or nothing about “global 

warming” and “climate change”. A good speaker should begin by telling 

them about the existence of the problem and how it affects them personally. 

The various ways of nipping it in the bud should then be analysed. 

In debates, a shrewd speaker does not attack the incontrovertible points 

raised by his opponents. He, however, looks out for the weak points of his 
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opponents and weakens them the more. You are also to attack issues and not 

personalities. 

Discussion of Issues 

Most of the discussion programmes on the state of the nation are 

controversial issues. For example, “Is Nigeria a failed nation?”. 

Evaluation 

An evaluation is delivered by the speaker who aims at convincing the 

audience that his own assessment of a programme is faultless. When 

evaluating programmes, you are engaging in a convincing speech. An 

evaluation of the University of Ibadan Distance Learning Centre Programme 

belongs to this category. 

Persuasive Speech 

Persuasive or actuation speech is the process of gaining action through 

emotional appeal. A speech intended to persuade is not to influence attitudes 

and beliefs but to modify and stimulate actions. When you speak to 

persuade, you act as an advocate. Your assignment is to change listeners 

minds and get them agree with you. Your goal may be to defend an idea, to 

refute an opponent, to market a programme, or to inspire people to action. A 

persuasive speaker needs all the skills used in informative speech because he 

must communicate information clearly and concisely. Of all the aspects of 

public speaking, persuasion is the most complex and most difficult. The 

speaker’s objective is more ambitious than in speaking to inform, and 

audience analysis and adaptation become much more demanding. No matter 

how expert you are on the topic, no matter how skillfully you prepare the 
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speech, no matter how captivating your delivery. Some listeners will not 

agree with you. But this does not mean persuasion is impossible. A 

persuasive speaker cannot expect a die-hard Chelsea football fan to become 

a Barcelona football fan, for example, as a result of one speech. This does 

mean you should erupt a persuasive speaking situation with a realistic sense 

of what you can accomplish. You are more likely to be effective in 

persuasion if you approach it systematically and with a clear understanding 

of the methods available to you. Strategies for effective persuasion include: 

• Audience analysis: No matter what the subject of your speech, you will 

rarely be able to persuade all your listeners. Some will be so opposed to 

your views that there will be no chance to change their minds. Others will 

already agree with you. Be prepared for hostile, favourable and 

undecided listeners. Make your speech equally appealing to every one , 

but concentrate on a target audience. 

• Let your audience know the benefit derivable if the cause of action being 

advocated is adopted. 

• Share the beliefs of your audience that favour your own conviction. For 

example, are they theists as you are? 

• Cite relevant authorities, provide evidence, and refute opposing 

arguments. 

• Use humour cautiously and avoid name calling. 

• Ensure language effectiveness and use appropriate weapons of influence. 

• Reciprocation: This is also known as the principle of give and take, that 

is, resolution of dualism. For example, “God has given you this life, why 

don’t you serve him”. 
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• Social proof: It is a bandwagon appeal. For example, everyone is 

studying, why should you be left out?” or “Join the wining team”  

• Authority: It is using your position to gain influence. 

• Liking: People are easily persuaded by a person they admire or like. 

• Scarcity: The more you perceive something as unavailable, the more 

attractive it becomes. 

• You also need logical, ethical and emotional appeals. 

Summary 

It is your responsibility to make your speeches interesting and meaningful to 

your audience. Find ways to talk about the topic in terms of your listeners. 

Avoid too many distractions and try to personalize your ideas. No matter 

what your subject, you can almost always find a way to act it in human 

terms. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again. 

2. Why must informative speakers be careful not to overestimate what 

the audience knows about the topic? 
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LECTURE SEVEN: SPEECHES ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS 

Introduction 

Speeches for special occasions are quite different from the speeches we have 

considered in the previous lecture. They may communicate information, but 

that is not their primary purpose. Neither are they meant to persuade. Rather, 

these speeches aim at fitting the special needs of a special occasion. Special 

occasions are the punctuation marks of day-to-day life, the high points that 

standout above ordinary routine. A special occasion could be a christening, a 

wedding, a funeral, a graduation, award ceremony, an inaugural, a retirement 

dinner, a valedictory address, a citation or a welcome address. 

In this lecture, we discuss the most common special occasions and the kinds 

of speeches appropriate for each. 

Objectives 

At  the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain speeches of introduction  

2. discuss an acceptance speech 

3. compare and contrast between presentation and commemorative 

speeches 

Pre-Test 

1. Give a brief speech paying tribute to a person, an institution, or an 

idea. 

2. What are the three purposes of a speech of introduction? What 

guidelines should you follow in preparing such a speech? 

3. Discuss the central ideas of a speech of presentation. 

CONTENT 

There are always occasions for speechmaking. The president delivers an 

inaugural address; the football coach gives a speech honouring the team’s 
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most valuable player; a close associate delivers a moving eulogy to the 

deceased; the managing director presents an award to the best worker of the 

year. These speeches help to give the  occasion its “specialness”. They are 

part of the ceremonial aura that mark the events. Speeches for special 

occasions are determined by the occasions that have called for them. 

Therefore, the contents should agree with the special needs of the occasion. 

A speaker should get his facts straight and be very brief. This type of speech 

should be adapted to reflect the occasion and its restricted audience. 

Accuracy is another hallmark of a special speech. 

Introductory Speeches 

You will need to accomplish three purposes if you are introducing any 

speaker. These include building enthusiasm for the upcoming speaker, 

building enthusiasm for the speaker’s topic and establishing a welcoming 

climate that will boost the speaker’s credibility. If you are ever in a situation 

in which the president of your country is to be introduced, you will need 

very brief words because the president is not a dark horse that any 

extravagant and wordy remarks would be inappropriate and almost absurd. 

The introducing speaker is meant to act as a link between the audience and 

the speaker. If the introducer does the job effectively, both sides will be 

pleased. An excellent introductory speech can be a delight to hear and can 

do much to ease the task of the main speaker. The fundamental message of 

such a speech should be “Here is a speaker you will enjoy and this is 

why…”. You will say something about the speaker and the topic in that 

order. 

Guidelines for speeches of introduction include: 

1. Adapting your introduction to the main speaker. 

2. Adapting your remarks to the occasion 
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3. Making sure your introduction is completely accurate. 

4. Being brief  

5. Adapting your remarks to the audience 

6. Creating a sense of anticipation and drama. 

Speeches of Presentation 

Speeches of presentation are delivered when someone is receiving publicly 

an award or a gift. Because such speeches are relatively brief, they may not 

be more than a mere announcement or be up to five minutes in length. The 

main theme of a speech of presentation is to acknowledge the achievement 

of the recipient. The audience must be told why the recipient in receiving the 

award by pointing out his or her contributions, achievements, and so forth. 

Be careful not to dwell on everything the person has ever done. You are to 

concentrate on achievements related to the award, and discuss these exploits 

in a way that will make them meaningful to the audience. Ensure that the 

audience is familiar with the award and why it is being given. 

Speeches of Acceptance 

The rationale for an acceptance speech is to give thanks for an award or a 

gift. When giving such a speech, the hands who helped you gain it and the 

people who are bestowing the award should be appreciated. 

Commemorative Speeches 

Commemorative speeches, like eulogies, dedications and testimonial 

addresses, are speeches of celebration and praise. Its purpose is to pay 

tribute to a person, an institution, an idea, or a group of people. The audience 

must be informed about your subject because they deserve to know why the 

subject deserves to be praised. The biography of the person being praised 

must be made known to the audience. As in other speeches, you may draw 

on examples, testimonies and statistics to drive home the achievements of 
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your subject. Your basic purpose is not just to inform your audience but to 

inspire, to arouse and to heighten their admiration for the person, institution, 

or idea you are praising. 

A commemorative speech has been likened to an impressionist: “a picture 

with warm colour and texture capturing a mood or a moment”. But while the 

painter works with brush and colours, the commemorative speaker works 

with language. Of all the kinds of speeches, none depends more on the 

creative and subtle use of language than does the speech to commemorate. 

When speaking to commemorate, your challenge will be to use language 

imaginatively so as to invest the occasion with dignity, meaning, and honest 

emotion. 

Summary 

In this lecture, we have discussed speeches of introduction, speeches of 

presentation, speeches of acceptance, and commemorative speeches. There 

are always occasions for speechmaking. A speech of introduction is meant to 

build enthusiasm for the main speaker and to establish a welcoming climate 

that will boost his or her credibility and confidence. Speeches of 

presentation are given when a gift or an award is being publicly received. 

Acceptance speeches are to appreciate the source of a gift or an award while 

commemorative speeches are meant to pay tribute to a person,  a group of 

people, an institution, or an idea. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again  

2. What is the basic purpose of a commemorative speech? Why does a 

successful commemorative speech depend so much on the creative 

and subtle use of language? 
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3. Attend a speech on campus. Pay special attention to the speech 

introducing the main speaker. How does it comply with the guidelines 

in this lecture? 
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LECTURE EIGHT: APPROACHES TO PERSUASION 

Introduction 

The art of persuasion is as old as mankind itself. It was practised long before 

the Greeks wrote about it in their treatises more than 2,500 years ago. And it 

will continue to be practised for many millennia to come. We attribute 

today’s field of communication to the ancient Greeks because they were the 

first to systematize the art of persuasion, which they called “rhetoric”. This 

lecture examines the dialectical and rhetorical approaches to argumentation. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. define rhetoric  

2. explain a dialectical approach to argumentation. 

3. explain a rhetorical approach to argumentation 

Pre-Test 

1. Discuss the relevance of a dialectical approach to a public speech. 

2. What is rhetoric? 

3. Explain the three species of rhetoric. 

CONTENT 

To say that rhetoric played an important role in Greek and Roman life 

would be an understatement. The significance of rhetoric and oratory is 

evident in education.  George Kennedy notes that "It is not too much to say 

that rhetoric played the central role in ancient education. . . at about the age 

of fourteen, [boys] were sent to the school of the rhetorician for theoretical 
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instruction in public speaking. . . [for] instruction in public speaking was 

an important part of the teaching of the sophists; it was basic to the 

educational system of Isocrates; and it was even taught by Aristotle".  

It is important to note that rhetoric and oratory are not the same, although 

we use rhetoric and oratory synonymously; nor are rhetoric and dialectic 

the same. Zeno of Elea (6th century B.C.), a Greek mathematician and 

philosopher of the Eleatic school, is considered to be the inventor of 

dialectical reasoning. However, it is Plato, another Greek philosopher and 

teacher of Aristotle, and not Socrates, that we attribute the popularity of 

dialectical reasoning.  Dialectic can be defined as a debate intended to 

resolve a conflict between two contradictory, or apparently contradictory 

ideas or elements logically, establishing truths on both sides rather than 

disproving one argument.  Both rhetoric and dialectic are forms of critical 

analysis. 

The Dialectical Approach 

The disagreement between Plato and the sophists over rhetoric reflects a 

fundamental split between two irreconcilable ways of viewing the world.  

Plato denies that rhetoric is an art and defines it as a species of flattery, a 

sham counterpart to justice. He argues that rhetoric is concerned solely with 

belief and illusion, not with knowledge.  There is but only one way to 

discover truth, according to Plato, and that is through the dialectical 

method. A dialectical approach to argumentation, during this period, was a 

way to search for significant issues, identify alternatives, generate 

standards or criteria for selection, all to be used to test proposals.  
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Dialectic the art of discussion by question and answer whereas rhetoric is 

the faculty of discovering the possible means of persuasion in reference to 

any subject. One method that Plato used for discovering the truth was the 

syllogism, a deductive form of argument, proceeding from a generalization 

to a specific application. A syllogism is a systematic arrangement of 

arguments application. A syllogism is a systematic arrangement of 

arguments consisting of a major premise, a minor premise, and a conclusion. 

There are three different types of syllogism: the categorical, the disjunctive, 

and the conditional (also known as the hypothetical syllogism).  

The Rhetorical Approach 

According to Aristotle, "rhetoric is the faculty of discovering in the 

particular case all the available means of persuasion".  He cites four uses of 

rhetoric: (1) by it truth and justice maintain their natural superiority; (2) it is 

suited to popular audiences, since they cannot follow scientific 

demonstration; (3) it teaches us to see both sides of an issue, and to refute 

unfair arguments; and (4) it is a means of self-defence. For Aristotle, 

rhetoric is the process of developing a persuasive .argument and oratory is 

the process of delivering that argument.   

He says that rhetoric has no special subject-matter, that is, it isn't limited to 

particular topics and nothing else. He claims that certain forms of 

persuasion come from outside and do not belong to the art itself. This 

refers to, for example, witnesses, forced confessions, and contracts that 

Aristotle says are external to the art of speaking.  Aristotle concludes that 

the mastery of the art, then, calls for (1) the power of logical reasoning 
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(logos); a knowledge of character (ethos); and a knowledge of the emotions 

(pathe). 

Recall that we said that "rhetoric is the process of developing a persuasive 

argument" when explaining Aristotle's definition of Rhetoric. What this 

means is that rhetoric is the process of developing a cogent argument, that 

is, from researching information (evidence, examples, testimony, statistics, 

and so forth), putting it together in a coherent, logical form with some 

purpose in mind.  

We see that Aristotle was more interested in the invention of arguments 

than he was of style. His primary interest in invention shows how he tried 

to offset the negative opinion that many of his contemporaries had of 

rhetoric. It was Aristotle's intent to demonstrate that rhetoric was not, as 

Plato accused it of being, basically a "knack," rather, Aristotle wanted it to 

be seen as a true art, one that could be taught with systematic discipline that 

could show men how to adjust means to an end. 

What we have learnt is that you need to know your audience, you need to 

be of good character, you need to know how to develop a sound argument, 

and most importantly yon need to create common ground.  We have also 

learnt that rhetoric deals with human action, or behaviour - past, present, 

and future. It finds its end in judgment. It is designed, ultimately, to affect 

human behaviour. 

Cicero’s Contribution to Rhetoric 

At a young age of about twenty years. Cicero is noted for writing the De 

inventione.  It is important because it gives us insight into the general 

nature of rhetorical instruction in the first century B.C. And later in life, as 
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a more mature individual, he wrote the De Oratore, which he compared and 

contrasted to the De Inventione.   Cicero's contributions to the theory of oral 

discourse included the belief that the orator must have a firm foundation of 

general knowledge. He believed that the perfect orator should be able to 

speak wisely and eloquently on any subject with a dignified, restrained 

delivery. Cicero felt that the perfect orator had to be conversant with many 

subjects. In order to invent his arguments, the perfect orator must have a 

command of a wide range of knowledge He despised the shallowness of orators 

who depended exclusively on perfect diction and elegant words that lacked 

substance. His ideal person was the philosopher-statesman-learned orator 

who used rhetoric to mould public opinion. 

He considered oratory to be the highest form of intellectual activity and an 

instrument indispensable for the welfare of the state. 

Quintilianus’ Contribution to Rhetoric 

Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (A.D. 35-96?) was a celebrated orator, 

rhetorician, Latin teacher and writer who promoted rhetorical theory from 

ancient Greece and from the height of Roman rhetoric. His work on rhetoric, 

the Institutio oratoria, in an exhaustive volume of twelve books, is a major 

contribution to educational theory and literary criticism.  Many later 

rhetoricians, especially from the Renaissance, derived their rhetorical theory 

directly from this text. 

  "My aim," says Quintilian, "is the education of the perfect orator".  Since 

the function of the orator is to advance the cause of truth and good 

government, Quintilian say he must by definition be a good man morally and 

not just an effective speaker.  Aristotle sees rhetoric as morally neutral, a 
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human tool whose moral character resides in the speaker not the art.   

Quintilian sees rhetoric as a means for a better self-governing society; to 

make moral goodness integral to oratory. 

How does Quintilian's perspective on rhetoric compare to Plato, Aristotle, 

and Cicero?  Plato defines rhetoric as a philosophy rather than an art, in 

unnecessary tool. Plato is concerned more with the truth than Quintilian, 

while Aristotle believes that rhetoric is "finding the available means of 

persuasion."  Quintilian challenges this definition because he feels that 

.Aristotle has omitted the fact that anyone, not just the learned, can 

persuade. To Quintilian rhetoric is "the good man speaking well”. His 

views are quite similar to Cicero’s for he believes in the following: 

The speaker must have a high moral character. 

It helps if the speaker has knowledge of a broad range of subjects, and it is  

Imperative that he knows the subject on which he speaks in-depth.  

He stresses the importance of the ethical appeal. Arrangement of the 

speech depends on the occasion.  

Quintilian believed that the end of oratory is persuasion, not display.  

Rhetoric and philosophy could not be separated. 

Rhetors, politicians, and philosophers alike must participate in movement 

toward right civic action. 

Quintilian's system of rhetorical education aimed at the creation of the 

ideal Roman orator: a virtuous, efficient, courageous and eloquent man.   

His goal was to prepare an orator-philosopher-statesman who could 
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combine wisdom with persuasion for the sake of regulating the state. It was 

this insistence on the intellectual and moral training of the aspiring orator 

that made Cicero and Quintilian the two most potent classical influences on 

rhetorical education in England and America. 

Summary 

This lecture has  explored a brief history of rhetoric, the basis for persuasion, 

from the early days of Athenian Greece to the time of Aristotle, Cicero, and 

Quintilian. The exploration is intended to provide you with a particular 

understanding about rhetoric. From Aristotle to Quintilian, we see that 

rhetoric served a threefold purpose: first, it was a tool designed to develop 

and cultivate one's mental faculties in order to be a "good citizen" who 

could serve the state well.  And serving the state well means having the 

ability to think well and to discover and develop sound arguments.  

Second, it gave a person the oratorical skills necessary to convince a 

decision-maker or decision-making body, that they should adhere to a 

particular argument. Third, that all of this could only be attained if one had 

moral fiber - ethos - in both thought and character. These conditions are 

seminal for the public speakers advancing the art of public speaking. 

Post-Test 

4. Attempt the pre-test questions. 

5. Why do you think an orator must be a good man and not just an 

effective speaker? 

6. Discuss the contribution of Aristotle to the art of public speaking. 
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LECTURE NINE: SPEECH DELIVERY: METHODS AND VOICE 

Introduction 

Speech delivery is an art, not a science. What works for one speaker may fail 

for another. The impact of a speech is strongly affected by how the speech is 

delivered. It is impossible to make a good speech without having something 

to say. It is, however, not enough to have something to say. You must know 

how to say it. This lecture, therefore, examines the speaker’s voice and the 

basic methods of delivering a speech. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain an effective speech delivery 

2. discuss the methods or modes of delivering a speech 

3. explain the various aspects of the speaker’s voice. 

Pre-Test 

1. What are the methods of speech delivery? 

2. What is an effective speech delivery? 

3. Discuss the aspects of voice you should concentrate on in your 

speeches. 

CONTENT 

Dale Carnegie (1957:114) sees effective delivery as a lively sense of 

communication. It is when the audience feel there is a message being 

delivered straight from the mind and heart of the speaker to their hearts and 

minds. Good delivery hardly draws attention to itself. It conveys the speaker’s 
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message clearly, interestingly, and without distracting the audience. Effective 

delivery rests solely on the physical and vocal aspects of delivery. The 

physical aspects is concerned with how the speaker is seen. A public speaker 

should be abreast of the fact that the moment he rises to speak he is judged. 

You must, therefore, be mindful of your appearance as it determines whether 

you should be listened to or not. The need to dress to suit the occasion cannot 

be over-emphasized. Nevertheless, your dressing must not distract your 

audience at the expense of your presentation. You are also expected to radiate 

confidence as the listeners are interested in your composure. Your composure 

unfolds your personality . Be meticulous in the management of your bodily 

actions. The speaker’s gestures, eye contact, facial expression, and body 

movement are to complement his speech. A good speaker is conscious of his 

physical behaviour at the lectern. 

Vocal aspects, however, concerns itself with what you say and how it is said. 

Your pitch and intonation should reflect the content of your message. Be 

audible and avoid being monotonous. You must also be completely at home 

with your pronunciation as a mispronounced word can create linguistic 

mutiny between you and your audience. The speaker’s indigenous language 

should not interfere with the speech delivery. A shrewd speaker nips 

dialectical influences in the bud. This helps your audience determine your 

level of sophistication and exposure. Effective use of punctuation marks is the 

hallmark of a good speaker. Be fluent, articulate, confident and vary your 

speaking rate according to the technicality of your topic. Your speech must 

not be boring and your appearance must not be noisy. Public speaking, it must 

be noted, is not a showmanship. It is an intellectual activity where people 

want to appreciate the logicality behind your speech. Therefore, your 
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conversational attributes must be above board. Your visual aids must be 

legible enough for the audience to see. 

Methods of delivery 

There are five basic methods of delivering a speech: memorized, impromptu, 

extemporaneous or aided, interactional and manuscript. These method are 

discussed below: 

Impromptu method 

This is a speech delivered without any immediate preparation. An impromptu 

speech is given on short notice with little or no prior preparation. This type of 

speech delivery expects you to reason on your feet because there is no time 

for adequate preparation. It is a speech delivered by everybody on a daily 

basis knowingly or unknowingly. Many speeches such as class comments, 

closing remarks, vote of thanks, welcome addresses, committee reports, 

contributions to business meetings and job interviews always come 

impromptu. An impromptu delivery requires the ability to express oneself in a 

clear, direct and organized manner. There is no reason to fall apart when 

asked to speak impromptu in a more formal situation provided you are able to 

look calm and assured on the inside. 

Memorized method 

This involves memorizing and reciting your presentation off-hand. Though it 

is said to be the best mode of delivery in a drama presentation, memorized 

speech delivery could be risky. A speaker who forgets a word or phrase could 

find his speech meeting its waterloo. Some speakers are of the opinion that 

memorizing their speeches will make a smooth delivery. Well, if you are 
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giving an acceptance speech, a toast, a congratulatory remarks or an 

introduction, be sure to memorise it so thoroughly that you will be able to 

concentrate on communicating with the audience, not on trying to remember 

the words. Speakers who gaze at the ceiling to recall what they have 

memorized are no better off than those who read directly from a manuscript. 

Extemporaneous or Aided Method 

The extemporaneous method is globally acceptable among timeless public 

speakers. It is a prepared outline of what a speaker intends to speak on rather 

than reading verbatim. This kind of speech delivery has been painstakingly 

prepared and practised in advance unlike an impromptu speech. It demands a 

thorough preparation and careful outline as the speaker attempts to commit 

the headwords to memory. This method enables the speaker to gather relevant 

materials to reinforce his message. It gives more precise control over thought 

and language than does impromptu speaking. It is adaptable to a wide range 

of situations and encourages the conversational quality audiences look for in 

speech delivery. To speak extemporaneously means you have absolute control 

over your ideas, yet you are not tied to a manuscript. A speaker is enjoined to 

thoroughly organize and digest his speech before presentation with a view to 

avoiding fumbling through the manuscript. 

Manuscript method  

The manuscript method helps speakers who are to speech delivery to conquer 

the fear of forgetting what they want to say, and to express their ideas well. 

This method is applied when the speaker reads from a prepared text. This 

mode presents the singular opportunity of knowing what to say and how to 

say it without digression and forgetfulness. Certain speeches must be 
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delivered word for word. For instance, the president’s broadcast to the nation, 

inaugural lectures and news reports require absolute accuracy. In the case of 

the president', a mis-stated phrase could lead to a chain of public reaction, the 

end of which nobody can pre-empt. Nevertheless, manuscript or reading 

delivery method tends to be monotonous, dull and dry. Research has shown 

that a speaker who reads verbatim easily loses his audience as he is unable to 

maintain a bond with them. You are bound to lose your audience when you 

look away from them. So, ensure enough eye contact, enthusiasm and vitality. 

Also, reading delivery has a way of limiting the speaker’s body movement. 

Manuscript speech deliverers are guilty of faltering over words, pausing in 

wrong places, reading too quickly or too slowly and speaking in a monotone. 

Interactional method 

This method is commonly used during class or group discussions, committee 

or working group sessions at scientific or technical meetings and tutorial 

classes. International method is when the leader of a group introduces a topic 

meant to direct and provoke discussion. Conclusions usually reached are said 

to be enriching and well informed because they are consensual. 

Your voice and delivery 

The success or failure of a speech relies greatly on the speaker’s voice. 

Research has confirmed that some of the most famous speakers in history had 

undistinguished voices. Abraham Lincoln had a harsh and penetrating voice; 

Winston Churchill suffered from a slight lisp and an awkward stammer, Will 

Rogers spoke with a nasal twang. The trio learned to control their voices. You 

too can overcome natural disadvantages and use your voice to the best effect. 

The human voice is produced by a complex series of steps that starts with the 
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exhalation of air from the lungs. It passes through the Larynx (voice box) 

where it is vibrated to generate sound. This sound is then amplified and 

modified as it resonates through the throat, mouth, and nasal passages. The 

resonated sound is shaped into specific vowel and consonant sounds by the 

combination of the active and passive articulators. Hence, the voice produced 

through this process will greatly affect the success of your speeches. 

The aspects of voice that must not be undermined are volume, rate, pitch, 

pauses, pronunciation, variety and articulation. 

Volume 

An inaudible voice is hardly heard. A good speaker does not speak too softy 

or too loudly. Rather, he is able to vary his speech to marry the occasion, the 

size and nature of the audience and the level of background noise. If you 

speak too loudly, your audience will think they are being insulted. If you 

speak too softy, you will not be understood. 

Rate 

This refers to the speed at which a speaker presents his speech. The best rate 

of speech is grounded on the nature of the occasion, the nature of the 

audience, the vocal attributes of the speaker and the mood the speaker wants 

to establish. Research has it that Martin Luther king started his “I Have a 

Dream” speech at a pace of 92 words per minute and finished at 145. While a 

fast rate helps to create feelings of joy, anger and surprise, a slow rate is 

employed for expressing sadness or disgust. A slower tempo is invited when a 

technical or an abstract message is to be delivered. However, it is advisable to 

employ a faster tempo when a speech revolves around a topic already known 

to the listeners. Research has said that listeners always adjudge a speaker with 
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somewhat faster rate than normal to be more competent and persuasive than a 

speaker with a slower rate. 

Pitch 

This has to do with the highness or lowness of the speaker’s voice. Pitch can 

alter the meaning of words or sounds. The faster sound waves vibrates, the 

higher their pitch; the slower they vibrate, the lower their pitch. Changes in 

pitch are known as “inflections”. They give the speaker’s voice luster, warmth 

and vitality. It is the inflection of your voice that shows whether your tone is 

tensed, happy, relaxed, interesting or bored. Inflections are used to convey 

meaning and emotions. Speakers who fail to use them are said to speak in a 

monotone. 

Pauses  

Pauses are used to modulate the rate and rhythm of speeches. Fresh speakers 

usually find difficult to learn when and how to pause. You should make sure 

you pause at the end of thought units and not in the middle. Otherwise, 

listeners may be distracted from your ideas . Also, vocalized  pause like “uh”, 

“er”, or “um” should be prevented as they can be very annoying. In fact, their 

effects can be devastating. A good public speaker does not only make sure 

that pauses are introduced at the right time. He also ensures that they are used 

to aid clarity of expressions. 

Pronunciation 

It is said that every word leads a triple life: it is read, written and spoken. 

Most people recognize and understand many more in reading than they use in 

ordinary writing. This is why we occasionally stumble when speaking words 
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that are part of our reading or writing vocabularies. More often than not, we 

so mispronounce most commonplace words out of habit. Even, experienced 

speakers are not exonerated. You must remember that a mispronounced word 

before the learned may raise their eye brows. A good public speech deliverer 

consults a dictionary to clear the dust on any doubts about the proper 

pronunciation of unfamiliar words. This will enable your audience to pass a 

vote of confidence on your personality, competence, intelligence and 

integrity. The need to speak clearly, pronouncing all the words with an 

intelligible accent cannot be over-emphasised. 

It is necessary to consider the examples of the most frequently mispronounced 

words. 

Word   Wrong Pronunciation Correct Pronunciation 

Price   /praiz/    /prias/ 

Fowl   /v∂υ/    /f∂υl/ 

Bird   /bed/    /bʒ:d) 

Yes   /yes /    /jes/ 

Coup   /ku:p/    /ku:/ 

Fever   /fifa/    /fi:v∂/ 

Articulation 

Articulation and pronunciation are different. While  sloppy articulation is one 

of the causes of mispronunciation, not all errors in pronunciation originate 

from poor articulation. A sharply articulated word can still be mispronounced. 

Articulation errors can be caused by a cleft palate, an overly large tongue, a 

poorly fitted dental plate or braces on the teeth. Nevertheless, poor 

articulation is always borne out of the speaker’s laziness. When you fail to 
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manipulate your lips, tongue, jaw and soft palate in order to produce speech 

sounds clearly and precisely, it will result in poor articulation. 

Some of the common errors in articulation to be avoided include: 

Word/s/   Misarticulation 

Let me   lemme 

Going to   gonna  

Coming   comin  

Want to    wanna 

Them     em 

Ought to    otta 

Your speeches will not only be adjudged intelligible but will also stand the 

test of time if you are able to identify and eliminate your careless articulation.  

William Shakespeare, “mind your speech a little, lest you may mar your 

fortunes”. 

Summary  

Effective delivery conveys the speaker’s ideas clearly, interestingly, and 

without constituting noise to the audience. The methods or modes of delivery 

a speech include impromptu, memorized, extemporaneous, interactional and 

manuscript. A good speaker works to make his voice lively and animated. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again. 
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2. How can you improve your vocal variety? 
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LECTURE TEN: THE SPEAKER’S NONVERBAL 

COMMUNICATION 

Introduction 

Nonverbal communication is a powerful form of human expression. Speakers 

all over the world use their hands, heads and bodies to communicate 

expressively. Nonverbal messages are often the primary means of relating our 

emotions, attitudes and the nature of our relationships with others. Nonverbal 

messages can express what verbal messages cannot express and are assumed 

to be more truthful. This lecture aims at discussing some major aspects of the 

speaker’s nonverbal cues such as personal appearance, eye contact, gestures, 

facial expression and body movement. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain the importance of nonverbal communication to public speakers. 

2. discuss the various aspects of nonverbal communication. 

Pre-Test 

1. Differentiate between eye contact and gestures. 

2. Discuss the speaker’s  personal appearance, movement and facial 

expression. 

3. Explain how the speaker’s nonverbal cues can make or mar his 

message. 
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CONTENT  

Generally, a public speaker does not have an exchange with the audience 

unless the event is organized in a question-and-answer or discussion format. 

Once the speech is in progress, the speaker must rely on nonverbal cues to 

judge the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of his message. The vital aspects of 

the speaker’s nonverbal communication that will affect the outcome of his or 

her speech delivery include the following: 

Personal Appearance 

A number of studies have confirmed that personal appearance plays a vital 

role in speech presentation. Audience always see you before they hear you. 

Just as you adapt your language to the audience and the occasion, so should 

you dress and groom appropriately. The Nigerian president would not dream 

of addressing an important Christians or Muslims’ gathering without being 

religiously dressed. 

Appearance makes your listeners more receptive to your message. You 

should, therefore, try to evoke favourable impressions no matter the nature of 

the speaking situation. You must not forget that personal appearance does not 

exclude your physical shape, make-up, clothes and hair do or hair cut. Be 

careful to dress not to distract or insult your audience. Rather, dress to suit 

your physical shape, the speech setting and to complement your speech 

delivery. Always remember that you will be addressed the way you have 

dressed. 
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Eye Contact 

The eyes are “the windows of the soul”. Listeners look to them to help assess 

the truthfulness, intelligence, attitudes and feelings of a speaker. Therefore, 

speakers who fail to establish eye contact are perceived as insincere or 

dishonest. Studies have revealed that the quickest way to establish a 

communicative bond with your audience is to look them in the eye, personally 

and pleasantly. You are bound to lose your listeners when you avoid their 

gaze. Eye contact is an important channel of communication. It signals 

interest in others and for some, eye contact with your audience increases the 

speaker’s credibility. 

Nevertheless, among the Japanese, one way to show that you are listening is 

to close the eyes in contemplation and nod the head slightly, up and down. 

The Japanese prefer indirect eye contact. They see it as a way of showing 

concentration and attentiveness. It is important that a public speaker knows 

who to make eye contact with. For example, it is a taboo for a public speaker 

in the Yoruba speaking community to look straight into the eyes of a 

traditional ruler. It is seen as a sign of disrespect to “the crown”. 

Gestures 

Gestures are movements of the body or limbs to express an idea or mood, or 

to enforce an argument. Hand gestures can sometimes be so intense and 

expressive  as to replace the spoken word. This is true of deaf-mutes who 

depend on sign language to communicate. 

Many beginning speakers may hardly know what to do with their hands. 

Should they rest them on the lectern; put them in the pockets or hang them at 

their sides. A seasoned public speaker must have a vast repertoire of graceful 
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gestures. You must note that your gestures should not draw attention to 

themselves and distract from your message. Rather, they should appear 

natural and spontaneous, help to reinforce your speech and be adapted to the 

audience and occasion. Your hands must not be allowed to alter your ideas. 

Gesturing tends to work itself out as you acquire experience and confidence. 

You may be perceived as boring, stiff and unanimated if you fail to gesture 

while speaking. A somewhat lively and  animated delivery may demonstrate 

your confidence about your knowledge of the speech material. However, if 

you display certain offensive gestures, you may end up incurring the wrath of 

your audience. 

Body Movement 

All body movement are meaningful in communicative contexts. One of the 

impediments of a public speech delivery is  public distance. Movement refers 

to how individuals structure and use space in their daily lives. A careless 

space between interlocutors can result in annoyance, frustration and 

embarrassment. An ideal distance between a speaker and his audience should 

not be more than ten inches. The remoteness of the speaker to his audience 

may constitute noise in communication. An experienced speaker ensures that 

the distance between himself and the audience is abridged with a view to 

facilitating effective speech delivery. 

However, movement can serve as a clue to whether an audience is with the 

speaker. An attentive audience does not move much. An early sign of 

inattentiveness is fidgeting fingers, which may escalate to pencil wagging and 

leg jiggling. Feet shuffling and general body movement (kinesics) often 

indicate that members of the audience have lost interest in your message. 
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Facial Expression 

The face is a key site of emotion. Many Asian cultures suppress facial 

expression while most American men hide grief or sorrow. Some people see 

animated expressions as a sign of lack of control. To gain the audience 

attention, speakers faces should help to reinforce the message. Members of an 

attentive audience not only make direct eye contact but also have attentive 

facial expressions. Beware of a frozen, unresponsive face. Posture, facial 

expression, gestures, eye contact-all affect the way listeners respond to a 

speaker. How we use these and other body motions to communicate is often 

referred to as kinesics by social scientists. 

Summary 

Nonverbal communication is communication through means other than verbal 

language, that is, communication without words. What is not said is as 

important as what is said. While speech plays a role, most opinions formed 

are based on nonverbal communication. Personal appearance, eye contact, 

facial expression, gestures and bodily expression do affect the way audience 

react to your speeches. 

Post-Test 

1. Try the pre-test questions again  

2. Why is nonverbal communication crucial to a public speaker? 

3. Discuss the aspects of nonverbal communication you should 

concentrate on in your speeches. 
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LECTURE ELEVEN: USING RHETORICAL DEVICES 

Introduction 

Good speakers know how to use language clearly, accurately, vividly and 

appropriately. Unless you use language accurately and clearly, you might be 

speaking in a foreign tongue. The essential purpose of this lecture is to focus 

on the rhetorical devices called “figures of speech”. It is easy to add clarity 

and style to your speech by simply using a few well-crafted figures. 

Objectives  

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain rhetorical devices 

2. identify the use of figures of speech in speeches. 

Pre-Test 

1. What are rhetorical devices? 

2. Discuss the figures of speech used in Martin Luther King’s “I have a 

Dream” that made his speech clear, vivid and memorable. 

CONTENT 

Figures of speech were first identified and named by the Greeks. Not 

surprising then, many of the technically correct names of figures are difficult 

to spell, pronounce or remember. The Oxford Companion to the English 

Language notes that, “the precise definition of a figure of speech has proved 

to be as difficult as determining the limits of figurative usage” (McArthur 

1992:403). The term covers a very large territory within which sound, 

spelling, grammar, vocabulary, usage and meaning are adapted to achieve 
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special stylistic effects. A figure of speech is simply an effective way of 

expressing an idea. 

Seasoned public speakers hardly use figures recklessly. Rather, they look for 

the ones that are adaptable to their major ideas. The more important an idea 

the more you want to capture it in a clear and memorable language. Let us 

discuss the common figures of speech used by celebrated public speakers. 

Simile 

Simile is used in asserting similarity by using “like” or “as” to connect the 

points of likeness. For example, Thomas Jefferson once said: “He who 

receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself without lessening 

mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, receives light without darkening 

me”. 

Metaphor 

A metaphor asserts that one thing is the equivalent of another. It is an 

implicit comparison between things that are essentially different yet have 

something in common. Unlike simile, metaphor does not contain the word 

“like” or “as”. Here is an example quoted from a speaker’s speech. “Claude 

was clearly uncomfortable about something but there was no way of telling 

what sort of ants were inhabiting his mental trousers”. 

Parallelism 

The effects of parallelism are best illustrated by seeing what happens when it 

is absent. Parallelism is used when expressions that suggest equality between 

and among ideas are used. For instance, consider this speech: 
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We must learn to forgive one another. To err is 
human. To forgive is divine. No man is infallible. 
No man is unerring. None is impeachable. None is 
unimpeachable. What is main is  tolerance. 

There is no gainsaying that repetition inevitably results in parallelism. This 

figure unifies a sequence of ideas, emphasizes an idea by stating it more than 

once, and helps to create a strong emotional effect. An effective way of 

developing parallelism is the repetition of a key sentence throughout one’s 

composition. The repetition of Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” is a 

good example. 

Alliteration 

This is another device you can use to upgrade the rhythm of your speeches. 

Alliteration is all about the repetition  of the initial consonant sound of close 

or adjoining words.  See these examples by Gerald Ford and Winston 

Churchill respectively: 

We will be candid, consistent and confident. 

The task is heavy, the toil is long, and the trials will be severe. 

Antithesis 

This is the juxtaposition of contrasting ideas, usually in parallel structure. 

Antithetical statement involves the putting together of two contrasting 

thoughts for emphasis. It helps in reinforcing speeches. Let us consider this 

example from John Kennedy’s speeches. 

Let us never negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate. Ask not 

what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country. 
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Antithesis is a device that helps in giving your ideas extra impact as well as 

a special touch of class. 

Analogy 

An analogy asserts specific relationships of sameness. Figures that assert 

similarity or sameness are particularly useful for introducing unfamiliar 

ideas or concepts by relating them to familiar ones. Consider this speech: 

University of Ibadan supports strong athletic programmes for both male and 

female students. There is no reason why Bayero University can’t too. 

This statement uses reasoning from analogy. You are more likely to 

persuade your audience if your analogy truly shows a parallel situation. 

Hyperbole 

Hyperbole, also known as overstatement, is often used in ordinary language 

to identify an instance of exaggeration. Let us consider these examples: 

Health care is killing everybody. 

In  the context of catching a big fish: This is a big 

one; it must weight a ton. 

Understatement 

An understatement is an assertion that minimizes, dismisses or belittles. It 

can draw attention to the essence of a thing by minimizing its essential 

nature or the consequences it produces. Consider this example used by an 

unknown author to emphasize the essence of the federal government’s 

spending habits: 
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We spend a few hundred billion here, a few hundred billion there, and the 

next thing you know, we’re talking real money. 

Contrast 

In our practical daily affairs, we frequently point to similarities. However, 

we can also differentiate between things by showing how they are different. 

One way to show how two things are different is to compare them in terms 

of their relative positions on a particular scale of measurement . let us 

consider this example by William Shakespeare: 

Brutus: Note that I love Caesar, but that I love Rome more. 

Anecdote 

This is  an emotional, humourous, puzzling or intriguing short story that 

interests the listeners. An anecdote is a personal story that may have 

happened to you, to someone you know, or about something you read. 

People may forget facts and figures, but an anecdote is not easily forgotten. 

Good speakers use it to impress or clarify specific points or issues. The 

second paragraph of Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” presents an 

anecdote. 

Summary 

Using language accurately is as vital to a speaker as using numbers 

accurately is to an accountant. Good speakers have respect for language and 

how it works. Effective use of language means adapting to the particular 

occasion, audience and the topic at hand. Your speech is much more likely 

to succeed if your rhetorical devices help you frame your ideas and simplify 

the complexity of your messages. 
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Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again 

2. Attempt the use of rhythm and imagery to enliven your own speeches. 
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LECTURE TWELVE: LISTENING IN PUBLIC SPEAKING 

Introduction 

Listening, a receptive communication skill, involves paying close attention to, 
and making sense of, what we hear. Of all communication skills we use 
regularly, listening is one of the most important.  Although in the rush to 
speak and argue for action, listening has gotten lost and its salience forgotten. 
The focus of most traditional communication studies has been on the speaker. 
Afterall, it is the speaker who manages communication, especially in the 
public arena where discussion of facts, values and issues of policy 
formulation occur. The words of the speaker are meaningless until they have 
been attended to, interpreted and understood by the listener. Without listeners, 
there would be no need for speakers. 

This lecture, therefore, discusses the critical nature of effective listening to a 
public speaker and the audience. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain the meaning of listening. 
2. highlight the characteristics of effective and ineffective listeners. 

Pre-Test 

1. What are the causes of noise in listening? 
2. Why is listening crucial to you as a public speaker? 
3. Explain ways of becoming an effective listener. 
4. Listening is a joint responsibility of the speaker and the audience. 

Discuss. 

OUTLINE 

Listening is the maiden communication skill we engage in the moment we are 
born. It is how we learn and acquire language. Speaking and listening, then, 
are always interrelated. Although it is our first communicative behaviour, 
listening is usually our most underdeveloped communication skill. The 
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International Listening Association (1996) defines listening as the process of 
receiving, constructing meaning from, and responding to spoken and/or 
nonverbal messages. Willingness to listen is crucial for effective listening as 
well as positive psychological disposition. Michael Purdy, author of Listening 
in Everyday Life, has found out that effective listening skills increase 
individual power, afterall, “speakers have little power without listeners”. 

Barriers to effective listening include the following: 

Intrapersonal Noise 

Intrapersonal noise can include anything that interferes with our attention 

or gets in the way of understanding a speaker's message. Without attention, 

or focused reception, listening is not very effective. So a listener whose 

mind is wondering or who fails to concentrate on the speaker only makes 

listening less effective. 

Semantic Noise 

Semantic noise is the reaction we have to certain words, labels (or 

stereotypes) a speaker might use. These are sometimes called trigger words 

that distract us from hearing the factual message of the speaker. Semantic 

refers to the meaning component of a word, as opposed to its connotation 

or the emotional reaction the word may arouse in a listener. Political 

correctness seems to be a perennial example; we pay attention to, and 

sometimes get distracted by, racial, gender, class or political words that arc 

highly charged. "Conservative," "liberal," "gay," "pro-life/choice," or other 

emotionally loaded words get the attention and not the ideas being 

communicated. 
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Situational Noise 

Situational noise is distraction that arises from the physical speaking 

location. It is the speaker's responsibility to do all he or she can to 

control and eliminate any distractions in the speaking situation—noise 

from a window, or an adjoining room. Given that the speaker has done 

what can be done, the listener must work with the speaker to stay 

focused on the speech-responsibility for the success of a 

communication situation is the responsibility of all parties to the event. 

If the speaker is not loud enough, or the sound system is not turned up 

enough, or the microphone close enough to the speaker to pick up the 

voice, the listener can make this known to the speaker. The listener 

should take responsibility, to the degree that it is practical, to develop 

the ability to hear and listen effectively. 

Information Overload 

Information overload is very common today. It can mean a constant 

flow of information. Information overload can occur if the messages we 

are listening to are technical in areas where we lack expertise, if there is 

too much information packed into a message, or if the information 

reaches us too fast. This could also cause listening apprehension and 

interfere with our ability to remember the message. We should not ignore 

information that  is technical. Rather we should prepare for speeches, or 

lectures which require a high level of expertise or specific knowledge. If 

a message is loaded with too much information, that may also be the 

speaker’s lack of consideration for the audience’s ability to process 

information. 
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Speaker Perception 

Perceptions of the speaker can be another barrier to effective listening. 

Plutarch (AD 46-120), the Greek biographer and essayist, who wrote the 

first full essay on listening (Essays, 1992) said: "Learn how to listen and 

you will prosper even from those who talk badly." We all know teachers 

or business speakers who have many space fillers and pauses in their 

speech—"umh," "you know," "let me say this..." Or the speaker is not a 

great speaker, they are slow and measured, certainly not a motivational 

speaker. We can label the speaker as uninteresting, not a good speaker, 

boring, or we can look beyond the perceptions we may have of the 

speaker. Jimmy Carter, former President of the United States, was said to 

have the ability to be a strong motivational speaker, to speak like a 

"camptown preacher." He didn't use this ability because he felt that it 

detracted listener's ability to rationally evaluate the speaker, and for him it 

was the message, the information and logical argument, that was most 

important, not the speaker or the speaker's delivery. Of course, a speaker 

should strive to be interesting, but it is more important for the listener to 

be able to set aside perceptions of the speaker and listen for the message. 

Many times a dull speaker has interesting things to say, maybe wisdom to 

impart, if only we would listen. On the other hand, we should not be taken 

in or entranced by a speaker's appearance, the spin of a message, or the 

manipulation of a communication event. 

 

A good listener is not only popular everywhere, 

but after a while he gets to know something. 

Wilson Mizner (1876-1933) 
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Egocentrism 

Egocentrism is self-centeredness, an interest in only what is relevant to the 

speaker. There is no reason a person cannot be self-centered; having 

healthy personal interests, except that egocentrism can limit the listener. If 

we limit ourselves only to what we like, we will never learn to appreciate 

new experience nor will we be good communicators. 

Ethnocentrism 

Ethnocentrism is akin to egocentrism, but rather than being limited to our 

own personal interests we limit ourselves to the interests of our ethnic or 

cultural group. Effective listening always requires that we listen first, and 

that we listen at least long enough to understand a position before we reject 

it and stop listening. Rejecting a person or his ideas out of hand is not fair 

to an audience; it does not give you a chance to appreciate someone or 

something new. 

Defining Listening Goals 

Defining listening goals is the place to begin as a competent listener. 

Defining a listening goal means being an active listener and taking 

responsibility for the outcome of a communication situation. A competent 

listener is not passive but knows the value of being an active partner in a 

situation. Purdy and Borisoff (1991) recognized in listening in everyday 

life that “listening is a 90-90 proposition that both the speaker and listener 

must take responsibility for effective and accurate communication”. This 

means first identifying what the speaker is trying to do and then figuring 

out your role and purpose as a listener. 
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Listening skills for appreciation and information are important in their own 

right, but are also useful for critical or evaluative listening. Listening to an 

informative speech such as a lecture, news or other report is a common 

experience in our day to day lives. Learning from the experience of the 

speaker demands that we first are receptive to the speaker and more 

importantly, to his or her ideas. Below we extend this concept as useful to 

critical listening, but first we discuss skills for informative listening, 

including "note-taking" skills which are useful for reviewing information 

or recall of information we want to later remember or evaluate. Recall can 

also include analog or digital recordings of a presentation, but that means 

listening to the whole of a presentation again (or skipping to specific parts) 

when we want to review it, whereas by taking notes we can use various 

tools such as outlining, visual mapping, summarizing, or reduction to key 

points or arguments, evidence or facts. 

Outlining and Note-taking 

Outlining a presentation or lecture is often difficult to do unless the 

speaker is very clear and organized in the structure of his presentation. 

However, there are web posting options (Blackboard) that can help. 

Research by James, Burke and Hutchins (2006) in Business 

Communication Quarterly found that making PowerPoint (PPT) slides 

and outlines available online before lectures helped students to follow the 

lecture. 

 

Summarizing a presentation is another way to take notes. This method is 

the interpretation of what the speaker is saying put into your own words 

and in a way that preserves what you need to recall from the presentation. 
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In brief, an effective listener employs these strategies: 

1. Uses eye contact appropriately  

2. Is attentive and alert to a speaker’s verbal and nonverbal cues 

3. Is patient and does not interrupt, waiting for the speaker to finish 

4. Is responsive, using verbal and nonverbal expressions  

5. Asks questions in a non-threatening tone  

6. Paraphrases, restates or summarises the speaker’s speech  

7. Promises constructive verbal and nonverbal feedback 

8. Is empathic, makes an effort to understand the speaker 

9. Demonstrates interest in the speaker as a person 

10. Does not criticize, is non judgemental  

11. Is open-minded 

12. Demonstrates a caring attitude and is willing to listen  

13. Listens for evidence 

Summary 

The listening perspective in a communication situation can be seen as a 

reflection of the speaking perspective. The speaker has a purpose and goal 

for speaking. He considers the occasion, the situation and the audience. The 

listener’s purpose and goals, as well as the listening occasion and situation 

demand attention. The listener must consider the knowledge of the speaker 

as the speaker is conscious of the audience. 

Post-Test 

1. What are listening goals? 

2. Write a candid evaluation of your major strengths and weaknesses as 

a listener. Explain what steps you need to take to become a better 

listener. Be specific. 
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LECTURE THIRTEEN: COMMON PROBLEMS WITH DELIVERY 

Introduction 

Dale Carnegie (1957:114) sees good delivery as when the listeners feel there 

is a message being delivered straight from the mind and heart of the speaker 

to their hearts and minds. Good speakers, therefore, are noted for adhering 

strictly to such principles as speaking intelligibly, establishing eye contact 

with the audience and nipping distracting mannerisms in the bud.  

In this lecture, some of the common problems that may prevent you from 

getting your message across are discussed. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. define a good speech delivery 

2. discuss the problems associated with speech delivery. 

Pre-Test 

1. What is a good speech delivery? 

2. Discuss any five speech delivery shortcomings likely to affect a political 

party’s candidate from getting his manifesto across to audience. 

CONTENT 

The importance of a masterful delivery to any public speaking situation 

cannot be over-stressed. A wonderfully written speech can be destroyed by 

poor and mindless delivery while a mediocre speech will be more effective if 

it is excellently delivered. It is not just enough to have something to say as 

knowing how to say it without distracting the audience should be speakers 

watchword. Problems associated with delivery include the following: 

Stage Fright 

Stage fright, to Koch, is a problem of nervousness or excitement. He further 

says that developing self confidence starts with having a correct posture, 
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which sends the speech presenter and the audience a psychological message 

that makes him feel good about himself. Stage fright expresses itself in the 

form of shaky hands and voice, sweating palms, wobbling legs, pounding 

heart and visible sign of fear of the audience. You can overcome this problem 

by adequately researching the topic, believing in yourself and looking for 

every opportunity to speak in the public. 

Lack of Eye Contact 

This arises when a speaker focuses too much on himself because he is 

worried about performance. He, therefore, tries to avoid eye contact with the 

audience. A public speaker must know that the quickest way to ruin his or her 

speech is to avoid the gaze of the audience. Speakers who fail to establish a 

communicative bond with their listeners are perceived as tentative and ill-at-

ease. When focus is on the audience, in no time will you forget about 

yourself. 

Feedback Shy  

Often, speakers are afraid of feedback because  they feel it may be negative or 

unfavourable. However, to look out for feedback from the  audience will help 

you to know whether the audience are carried along; need further explanation 

or there is need to introduce a diversion. 

False starts/Hesitation 

Speakers who lack confidence tend to be unsure of themselves, and this is 

uncovered through hesitation, unsure starts, stopping and re-starting their 

speeches. Annoying and distracting pauses such as “er”, “uh” or “um” are rife 

in these kinds of speeches. Public speakers begin to show signs of distress 

when they fail to make a head way into their speeches. A good knowledge of 

audience analysis can help in reducing this poor delivery method. 
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Poor Breath Control  

It is an indication that you are under pressure when you breathe too fast and 

heavily into the microphone. You are advised not to hold your breath during a 

speech delivery because it could lead to nervousness. Good speakers always 

ensure that breathe normally before, during and after the speech delivery. 

Stuttering or Stalling  

This is another destroyer of a well prepared speech. Stuttering is the result of 

a poorly prepared speech. A speaker starts to grope for words due to his 

failure to familiarize himself with the speech. A good speaker must be fluent. 

Fluency is the ability to command the mastery of a language. 

Unsuitable Digression  

Digression becomes unsuitable when the speech is flooded with extraneous 

anecdotes that are alien to the subject matter. The effect of an unstable 

digression can be devastating. 

Poor Introduction and Conclusion 

An introduction is the maiden privilege a presenter has to capture the attention 

of the audience while the conclusion is his last opportunity of fulfilling his 

purpose. A speech without a discernible introduction or conclusion easily 

looses the audience because they have no guide to what the speaker is saying. 

Vocal Variety 

Variety is the spice of public speaking. A flat and unchanging voice can 

destroy a well prepared speech. When delivering a speech, you should vary 

and modulate your pitch in a way to communicate your ideas and feelings 

effectively. You should diagnose your speaking voice to decide which aspects 

require improvement. 
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Mannerisms 

Distracting mannerisms is another problem of speech making. Phrases and 

expressions like “you see, you see”, “I mean”  can compel a good speech to 

meet its waterloo. 

Summary  

The impact of a speech is strongly affected by how it is delivered. Most 

beginning speakers can do better if they are conscious of those points that are 

capable of destroying their well written speeches. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again  

2. What is stage fright and how can you overcome it? 
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LECTURE FOURTEEN: SPEECH EVALUATION AND CRITICISM 

Introduction 

Good delivery, to Lucas, conveys the speaker’s ideas clearly, interestingly, 

and without distracting the audience. You will have many questions about 

delivery when you start speaking in public: “Should I be strong and 

aggressive or low-key?” Where should I stand?” “How should I gesture?” 

“How should I handle my notes?” “How fast should I speak?” “When should 

I pause?” Where should I look?” “How should I address my mistakes?” 

This lecture aims at highlighting the necessary criteria for evaluating and 

criticizing a speech. 

Objectives 

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to: 

1. explain speech evaluation and criticism 

2. highlight the criteria for speech evaluation and criticism. 

Pre-Test 

1. Define speech evaluation  

2. Define speech criticism 

3. Discuss the qualities of a great speech 

CONTENT 

Evaluation refers to the judgement passed on a delivered speech. Such 

judgement may be on personal assumption or on certain known measures, 

criteria or principles. It can also refer to the other judgement with regards to 

worthiness or unworthiness of a speech. We may conclude that a speech is 

great but we must have our reasons. Criticism itself is the process of 

analyzing, discussing, classifying and finally giving reasoned judgement 

based on ones perception and value judgement on a speech. Criticism 

sometimes discusses the speaker’s complete set of writing and his style of 
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delivery. It is all about various approaches or perspectives which one wishes 

to employ in discussing any speech. A speech critic is, therefore, a person 

who is objectively involved in discussing, analyzing and exposing the deeper 

meaning of a speech. An accomplished speech critic is one that appraises the 

oratory of all speakers regardless of their ideological commitment. Speech 

criticism is perceptive in nature because it has to do with the perception of the 

listeners. There is no single right or correct answer to speech evaluation. 

Therefore, a sound case to support your opinion is vital. Good speech 

criticism entails painstaking analysis and interpretation with a view to making 

objective meaning out of the speech. 

Criteria for objective speech criticism and evaluation raise the following 

questions: 

• Who was the speaker? 

• Did the speech justify the speaker’s character? 

• What was the motive of the speaker? 

• How appropriate was the introduction? 

• What kind of appeals did he use to justify the speech purpose? 

• Were the major points clearly stated? 

• How adequate was the information provided? 

• Were the materials germane and motivating enough? 

• Did the speaker credit his sources of information?  

• How logical was the speaker’s organization of ideas? 

• Did he or she use appropriate methods of organization? 

• Did he use connectives and signposts effectively? 

• Was the language vivid and appropriate to the genre? 

• Did he use appropriate figures of speech? 
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• Did the speaker conclude too many times? 

• Did he use appropriate techniques in concluding? 

• Was there any feeling of closure? 

• Did he keep the audience hanging? 

• Would you want to listen to the speaker again and why? 

• Were the strengths and weaknesses of the speaker in the area of vocal 

aspects? 

• Was the speech well written and well delivered? 

• What about the physical aspects of delivery? Was the speaker 

energetic? 

• Would you consider him charismatic? 

• Did the speech suit the audience, the occasion and the speaker himself? 

Summary 

In this lecture, we have been able to itemize the criteria for speech criticism 

and evaluation. A speech critic is not only expected to be objective but must 

also be careful not to assess a speech outside its setting. This should 

determine the yardstick of your criticism. 

Post-Test 

1. Attempt the pre-test questions again  

2. Do a critique of any speech delivered by president Jonathan of Nigeria. 
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE SPEECHES 
INSPIRING SPEECH 

Italy! Italy! Entirely and Universally Facist! -Ben ito Mussolini 
-Speech delivered on October 2,1935 when he defied the League of Nations 

and conquered Ethiopia (1935 - 1936) 
"Black shirts of the Revolution! Men and women of al I Italy! Italians all over the 

world - beyond the mountains, beyond the seas! Listen! 

A solemn hour is about to strike in the history of the country. Twenty million 

Italians are at this moment gathered in the squares of all Italy. Twenty millions! 

One heart alone! One will alone! One decision! This manifestation signifies that the 

tie between Italy and Fascism is perfect, absolute, unalterable. Only brains 

softened by puerile illusions, by sheer ignorance, can think differently because 

they do not hear what exactly is the Fascist Italy of 1935. For many months the 

wheels of destiny under the impulse of our calm determination move towards its 

goal, but it is forty-four mi 11 ion Italians marching in unity behind the army 

because the blackest of injustices is being attempted against them, that of taking 

from their place in the sun. 

 

When, in 1915, Italy threw in her fate with that of the Allies, how many cries of 

admiration, how many promised! But after the common victory, which cost Italy 

600,000 dead, 400,000 lost one million wounded, when peace was being discussed 

around the table, only the crumbs of the rich colonial booty were left for us to 

pick up. For thirteen years we have been patient while the circle tightened 

around us at the hands of those who wish to suffocate us. We have been patient 

with Ethiopia for forty years - it is enough now. Instead of recognising the 

rights of Italy, the League of Nations dares talk of sanctions. But until there 

is proof to the contrary, I refuse to believe that the authentic people of France 

will join in supporting sanctions against Italy. 
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Until there is proof of the contrary, I refuse to believe that the authentic people 

of Britain will want to spill blood and send Europe to its catastrophe for the sake 

of a barbarian country unworthy of ranking among civilised nations. Just the 

same, we cannot afford to overlook the possible developments of tomorrow. To 

economic sanctions we shall answer with our discipline, our spirit of sacrifice, 

our obedience. To military sanctions we shall answer with militarism. To acts of 

war we shall answer with acts of war. A people worthy of (heir past and their 

name cannot and never will take a different stand. Let me repeat, in the most 

categorical manner, the sacred pledge I make at this moment before all the 

Italians gathered together today, that I should do everything in my power to 

prevent a colonial conflict from taking on the aspect and weight of an 

European war. 
 

This conflict may be attractive to certain minds which hope to avenge their 

disintegrated temples through this new catastrophe. Never, as at this historical 

hours, have the people of Italy revealed such force of character, and it is against 

this people, to which mankind owes its greatest conquest, this people of heroes, of 

poets, of saints, of navigators, of colonisers, that the world dares threaten 

sanctions. 
 

Italy! Italy! Entirely and universally Fascist! The Italy of the Black Shirt 

Revolution, rise to your feet, let the cry of your determination rise to the skies 

and reach our soldiers in East Africa. Let it be a comfort to those who are about 

to fight. Let it be an encouragement to our friends and a warning to our 

enemies. It is the cry of Italy, which goes beyond the mountains and the seas out 

into the great big world. It is the cry of justice and victory." 
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ENTERTAINING SPEECH  
Nature and Human Life 

-C. V. Raman, a professor of Physics, University of Calcutta 
-Speech delivered at the Convocation of The Indian Institute of 

Technology, Madras, July 3rd, 1996 
" ... Just before I came to the Convocation, the Director was taking me. On 

a "joy ride" through your campus. I think I should correctly describe this as a 

joy ride. It was just thrilling, thrilling to see the wonderful old . 'banyan trees or 

the wild grasses, the thorns here and there and occasionally a "few" buildings by 

the way Well, that is as it ought to be. Because I always thought that study, 

examinations, books, lectures and so on are but a very little part of a man's or 

a woman's, I should add woman's also as I should not forget them, education. 

I have always said to myself and Others that 1 regard as the 'greatest feature of 

the world Nation herself. She IN the supreme artist; she creates forms of 

beauty, loveliness and colour unsurpassable, and this has been so from the 

beginning of time. She is also the inspiration not only artists, painters, sculptors and 

engineers, but also of men of Science. When I say this, I remember, many years 

ago, I was standing below the Pillars of the temple of Luxor. What did I find a 

the top? The lotus,' papyrus. The storms of beauty of Nature have been the 

inspiration of all mankind. Well, I should say that they should also be the 

inspiration of all these graduates of the year. Usually, technology and industry 

are associated. I don't say justly, with squalour. dust, ugliness, smoke and .ill 

sorts of abomination. That ought not to be so. I think your education is 

imperfect if you do not realise, my young friends that life is not merely a 

question of getting food, clothes and shelter. Man does not live by bread 

alone. This has been realised from ancient times. I think that the finest things 

in life are not these, but music, colour, flowers, beauty, aesthetic sense, the 

satisfaction derived from those. We in Madras do not have to lament about 
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music, I think. You are all music-minded. If you are not, I feel sympathy for 

you. It is those finer things in life that make life worth living. 

 

You, by the great kindness of no less than three mighty powers, the 

Central Government of India, the local Government of Madras, to say 

nothing of that mighty German Republic, have been privileged to live in this 

wonderful area, with these magnificent hostels, with these great laboratories 

and, above all, in the midst of these lovely trees and open air. You at least 

will not die of tuberculosis. I was privileged to be shaken by the hand by 

some of your prize men. I considered it a privilege to shake hands with them. 

If I did it with all the graduates, my hands will not be fit to hold anything. 

They were hefty young fellows with plenty of grip in them. That is as it ought 

to be. What use are you engineers if you cannot lift up a hammer? Physical 

strength, energy are the basis of all engineering. So, I find, you have been 

taken care of well. 
 

I find it very difficult to understand how in the course of ten years a veritable 

jungle full of, presumably, snakes and cobras has been transformed into this 

beautiful place of learning and how so many buildings and so much equipment 

and so many bright young people from all over India have gathered together 

and such a magnificent assembly presented for my delectation. I enjoy this, 

particularly because I love colour: As I have mentioned on many occasions, 

there is an unwritten law that men should not wear bright colours as a rule. 

Women are allowed to wear colours as you know and they always do. But 

there are exceptions. And a convocation,' is one of these exceptions when the 

men are allowed to flaunt all the bright colours on the spectrum and a few 

outside the spectrum as well, for the delectation and admiration of those 
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round them and specially members of the feminine sex who will be around. 

Well, as I say, it is a very enjoyable occasion and I think my young friends are 

all extremely happy to have had this great occasion. It must stand out in their 

memory for a long time to come as the unique occasion in their life. Well, I 

remember myself, you see my mind goes back to a period sixty years ago, fully 

sixty years ago, I also came out of a college which is in the same town, with a 

degree in my pocket and a few other things, I won't mention what. Now that 

occasion stands out for one reason and I want to mention that reason. Looking 

back over the years, I find to my astonishment. to my surprise, that the 

experiences which I went through in those four years have left an indelible 

impression on my mind, an impression that sixty years of time and all that has 

happened since has not succeeded in dimming the least What is even more 

remarkable is this - it is perfectly true to say that what I am today, what I have 

done in the last sixty years, has all been determined for me with absolute 

mathematical precision by what I did in those four years. The opportunities that 

I had during those years, made me turn my mind to certain things. I have 

found it impossible to turn away from these, because of the force in me of 

those youthful days ... At that early age, the mind is so impressionable And 

what I did then had determined my whole career." 
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VICTORY ADDRESS AT THE POLL  
- BARACK OBAMA, U.S President Wednesday 5TH NOVEMBER, 

2008. 
 

On behalf of the great state of Illinois, crossroads of a nation, Land of 

Lincoln, let me express my deepest gratitude for the privilege of addressing 

this convention. Tonight is a particular honour for me because - let's face it -

my presence on this stage is pretty unlikely. My father was a foreign student, 

born and raised in a small village in Kenya. He grew up herding goats, went 

to school in a tin-roof shack. His father - my grandfather - was a cook, a 

domestic servant to the British. But my grandfather had larger dreams for his 

son. Through hard work and perseverance, my father got a scholarship to 

study in a magical place, America, that shone as a "beacon" of freedom and 

opportunity to so many who had come before. While studying here, my father 

met my mother. She was born in a town on the other 'side of the world, in 

Kansas. Her father worked on oil rigs and farms through most of the 

Depression. The day after Pearl Harbour, my grandfather signed up for 

duty; joined Patton's army, marched across Europe. Back' home, my 

grandmother raised their baby and went to work on the bomber assembly 

line. After the war, they studied on the GI. Bill, bought a house through 

F.H.A. and later moved west, all the way to Hawaii in search   of 

opportunity. 

 

And they, too, had big dreams of two continents. My parents shared not only 

an improbable love, they shared an abiding faith in the possibilities of this 

nation. They would give me an African name, Barrack, or "blessed", believing 

that in a tolerant America your name is no barrier to success. They imagined 
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me going to the best schools in the land, even though they weren't rich, 

because in a generous America you don't have to be rich to achieve your 

potential. They are both passed away now. And yet, I know that, on this 

night, they look down on me with great pride. 

 

I stand here today, grateful for the diversity of my heritage, aware that my 

parents' dreams live on in my two precious daughters. I stand here knowing 

that my story is part of the larger American story, that I owe a debt to all of 

those who came before me, and that in no other country on earth is my story 

even possible.  Tonight, we gather to affirm the greatness of our nation -not 

because of the height of our skyscrapers, or the power of our military, or the 

size of our economy. Our pride is based on a very simple premise, summed up 

in a declaration made over 200 years ago: "we hold these truths to be self-

evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their 

creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and 

the pursuit of happiness. That is the true genius of America - a faith in simple 

dreams, an insistence on small miracles. That we can tuck in our children at 

night and know that they are fed and clothed and safe from harm. That we 

can say what we think, write what we think, without hearing a sudden knock 

on the door. That we can have an idea and start our own business without 

paying a bribe. That we can participate in the political process without fear of 

retribution, and that our votes will be counted at least, most of the time. 

This year, in this election, we are called to reaffirm our value and our 

commitments, to hold them against a hard reality and see how we are 

measuring up, to the legacy of our for-bearers, and the promise of future 

generations. And fellow Americans - Democrats, Republicans, 

Independents -1 say to you tonight we have more work to do. More work to 
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do for the workers I met in Galeshurg, Illinois, who are losing their union jobs 

at the May tag plant that's moving to Mexico and now are having to compete 

with their own children for jobs that pay seven bucks an hour. 
 

More to do for the father I met who was losing his job and choking back the 

tears, wondering how he would pay $4,500 a month for the drugs his son needs 

without the health benefits that he counted on. More to do for the young 

woman in East St. Louis, and thousands more like her, who has the grades 

has, the drive, has the will, but doesn't have the money to go to college. Now 

don't get me wrong. The people I meet - in small towns and big cities, in 

diners and office parks - they don't expect government to solve all their 

problems. They know they have to work hard to get ahead - and they want 

to. 
 

Go into the collar counties around Chicago, and people will tell you they don't 

want their tax money wasted by a welfare agency or by the Pentagon. Go 

into any inner city neighbourhood, and folks will tell you that government 

alone can't teach our kids to learn - they know that parents have to parent, 

that children can't achieve unless we raise their expectations and turn off the 

television sets and eradicate the slander that says a black youth with a book is 

acting white. They know those things. People don't expect government to 

solve all their problems. But they sense, deep in their bones, that with just a 

slight change in priorities, we can make sure that every child in American has 

a decent shot at life, and that the doors of opportunity remain open to all. 

They know we can do better. And they want that choice. 
 

In this election, we offer that choice. Our party has chosen a man to lead us 

who embodies the best this country has to offer. You know, a while, back, I 
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met a young man named Seamus in a V.F.W. Hall in East Moline, Illinois. He 

was a good looking kid, six-two, six—three, care eyed, with an easy smile. He 

told me he'd joined the Marines and was heading to Iraq following week. And 

as I listened to him explain why he'd enlisted, the absolute faith he had in our 

country and its leaders, his devotion to duty and service, I thought this young 

man was all that any of us might hope for in a child. But then asked myself: 

are we serving Seamus as well as he is serving us? I thought of the more 

than 900 men and women - sons and daughters, husband and wives, friend 

and neighbour - who won't be returning to their own hometowns. I thought of 

the families I've met who were struggling to get by without a loved one's full 

income, or whose loved ones had returned with a limb missing or nerves 

shattered, but who still lacked long-term health benefits because they were 

reservists. When we send our young men and women into harm's way, we 

have a solemn obligation not to judge the numbers or share the truth about 

why they're going, to care for their families while they're gone, to tend to 

the soldiers upon their return, and to never ever go to war without enough 

troops to win the war, secure the peace, and earn the respect of the world. 

If there is a child on the South side of Chicago who can't read, that matters 

to me, even if it's not my child. If there's a senior citizen somewhere who 

can't pay for their prescription drugs and has to choose between medicine and 

the rent that makes my life poorer, even if it's not my grand parent. If there's 

even if it's not my grand parent. If there's an Arab American family being 

rounded up without benefit of an attorney or due process, that threatens my 

civil liberties. It is that fundamental belief - that I am my brother's keeper, I 

am my sister's keeper - that makes this country work it's what allows us to 

pursue our individual dreams and yet still come together as one American 

family. 
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Epluribus Unum. Out of many, one. Now even as we speak, there are those 

who are preparing to divide us, the spin masters and negative ad peddlers who 

embrace the politics of anything goes. Well, I say to them tonight, there is not a 

liberal America and a conservative America - there is the United States of 

America. There is not a Black America and White America and Latino 

America and Asian America - there's the United State of America. The 

pundits like to slice-and-dice our country into Red States and Blue State; Red 

States for Republicans, Blue States for Democrats. But I've got news for 

them, too. We worship an awesome God in the Blue States, and we don't like 

federal agents poking around in our libraries in the Red States. We coach Little 

League in the Blue States, and yes, we've got some gay friends in the Red 

States. There are patriots who opposed the war in Iraq, and there are patriots 

who supported the war in Iraq. We are one people, all of us pledging allegiance 

to the Stars and Stripes, all of us defending the United States of America. In the 

end, that's what this election is about. Do we participate in a politics of hope? 

I'm not talking about blind optimism here - the almost willful ignorance that 

thinks unemployment will go away if we just don't think about it, or the health 

care crisis will solve itself if we just ignore it. I'm talking about something more 

substantial. It's the hope of slaves sitting around a fire singing freedom songs. 

The hope of a young naval lieutenant bravely patrolling the Mekong Delta. The 

hope of a mill worker' son who dares to defy the odds. The hope of a skinny 

kid with a funny name who believes that America has a place for him too. Hope 

in the face of difficulty. Hope in the face of uncertainty. The audacity of hope! 

In the end, that is God's greatest gift to us, the bedrock of this nation. A belief in 

things not seen. A belief that there are better days ahead. 
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I believe that we can give our middle class relief and provide working families 

with a road to opportunity. I believe we can provide jobs to the jobless, homes 

to the homeless, and reclaim young people in cities across America from violence 

and despair. I believe that we have a righteous wind at our backs and that as we 

stand on the crossroads of history, we can make the right choices and meet the 

challenges that face us. 

Thank you very much, everybody. God bless you. 
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INAUGURAL ADDRKSS  
PRESIDENT BARACK HUSSEIN OB AM A WEDNESDAY, 2 ST 

JANUARY, 2009. 
 

My fellow citizens: I stand here today humbled by the task before us, grateful 

for the trust you have bestowed, mindful of the sacrifices borne by our 

ancestors. I thank President Bush for his service to our nation, as well as the 

generosity and cooperation he has shown throughout this transition. Forty-

four Americans have now taken the presidential oath. The words have been 

spoken during rising tides of prosperity and the still waters of peace. Yet, 

every so often the oath is taken amidst gathering clouds and raging storms. 

At these moments, America has carried on not simply because of the skill or 

vision of those in high office, but because we the people have remained 

faithful to the ideals of our forebears, and true to our founding documents. So 

it has been. So it must be with this generation of Americans. That we are in the 

midst of crisis is now well understood. Our nation is at war, against a far-

reaching net-work of violence and hatred. Our economy is badly weakened, 

a consequence of greed and irresponsibility on the part of some, but also our 

collective failure to make hard choices sand prepare the nation for a new 

age. Homes have been lost; jobs shed; businesses shuttered. Our health care 

is too costly, our schools fail too many; and each day brings fun her 

evidence that the ways we use energy strengthen our adversaries and 

threaten our planet. 
 

These, are the indicators of crisis, subject to data and statistics less 

measurable but no less profound is a sapping of confidence across our land - a 

nagging fear that America's decline is inevitable, and that the next generation 

must lower its sight. Today I say to you that the challenges we faced are real. 

They are serious and they are many. They will not be met easily or in a short 
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span of time. But know this, America -they will be met. On this day, we 

gather because we have chosen hope over fear, unity of purpose over 

conflict and discord. On this day, we come to proclaim and end to the petty 

grievances and false promises, the recriminations and worn out dogmas, that 

for far too long have strangled our politics. We remain a young nation, but in 

the words of scripture, the time has come to reaffirm our enduring spirit; to 

choose our better history; to carry forward that precious gift, that noble idea, 

passed on from generation to generation: the God -given promise that all are 

equal, all are free and all deserve a chance to pursue their full measure of 

happiness. In reaffirming the greatness of our nation, we understand that 

greatness I never a given. It must be earned. Our journey has never been one 

of shortcuts or settling for less. It has not been the path for the faint-hearted - 

for those who prefer leisure over work, or seek only the pleasures of riches 

and fame. Rather, it has been the risk-takers, the doers, the makers of things - 

some celebrated but more often men and women us, they toiled in 

sweatshops and settled the West; endured the lash of the whip and plowed 

the hard earth. 
 

For us, they fought and died, in places like Concord and Gettysburg; 

Normandy and Khe Sahn. Time and again these men and women struggled 

and sacrificed and worked till their hands were raw so that we might live a 

better life. They saw America as bigger than the sum of our individual 

ambitions; greater than all the differences of birth or wealth or faction. This is 

the journey we continue today. We remain the most prosperous, powerful 

nation on Earth. Our workers are no less productive than when this crisis 

began. Our minds are no less inventive, our goods and services no less needed 

than they were last week or last month or last year. Our capacity remains 
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undiminished. But our time of standing pat, of protecting narrow 

interests and putting off unpleasant decisions - that time has surely passed. 

Starting today, we must pick ourselves up. dust ourselves off, and begin again 

the work of remaking America. 
 

For everywhere we look, there is work to be done. The state of the economy 

calls for action, bold and swift, and we will act - not only to create new jobs, 

but to lay a new foundation for growth. We will build the roads and bridges, 

the electric grids and digital lines that feed our commerce and bind us 

together. We will restore science to its rightful place, and wield technology's 

wonders to raise health care's quality and lower its cost. We will harness the 

sun and the winds and the soil to fuel our cars and run our factories. And we 

will transform our schools and colleges and universities to meet the demands 

of a new age. All this we can do. And all this we will do. Now, there are 

some who question the scale of our ambit ions - who suggest that our system 

cannot tolerate too many big plans. Their memories are short. For they have 

forgotten what this country has already done; what free men and women 

can achieve when imagination is Joined to common purpose, and necessity to 

courage. 
 

What the cynics fail to understand is that the ground has shifted beneath 

them - that the state political arguments that have consumed us for so long no 

longer apply. The question we as today is not whether our government is too 

big or too small, but whether it works - whether it helps families find jobs at 

a decent wage, care they can afford, retirement that is dignified. Where the 

answer is yes, we intend to move forward. Where the answer is no, 

programs will end. And those of us who manage the public's dollars will be 

held to account - to spend wisely, reform bad habits, and do our business in 
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the light of day - because only then can we restore the vital trust between a 

people and their government. Nor is the question before us whether the 

market is a force for good or ill. Its power to generate wealth and expand 

freedom is unmatched, but this crisis has reminded us that without a watchful 

eye, the market can spin out of control -and that a nation cannot prosper long 

when it favors only the prosperous. The success of our economy has always 

depended not just on the size of our gross domestic product, but on the reach of 

our prosperity; on our ability to extend opportunity to every willing heart - not 

out of charity, but because it is the surest route to our common good. As for our 

common defense, we reject as false the choice between our safety and our 

ideals. Our founding fathers, faced with perils we can scarcely imagine, drafted 

a charted to assure the rule of law and the rights of man, a charter expanded by 

the blood of generations. Those ideals still light the world, and we will not give 

them up for expedience's sake. And so to all other peoples and governments 

who are watching today, from the grandest capitals to the small village where my 

father was born: know that America is a friend of each nation and every man, 

woman, and child who seeks a future of peace and dignity, and that we are 

ready to lead once more. 
 

Recall that earlier generations faced down fascism and communism not just 

with missiles and tanks, but with sturdy alliances and enduring convictions. They 

understood that our power alone cannot protect us, nor does it entitle us to do as 

we please as we please. Instead, they knew that our power grows through its 

prudent use; our security emanates from justness of our cause, the force of our 

example, the tempering qualities of humility and restraint. We are the keepers of 

this legacy. Guided by these principles once more, we can meet those new 

threats that demand even greater effort even greater cooperation and 
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understanding between nations. We will begin to responsibly leave Iraq to its 

people, and forge a hard-earned peace in Afghanistan. With old friends and 

former foes, we will work tirelessly to lessen the nuclear threat, and roll back the 

specter of a warming planet. We will not apologize for our way of life, nor will we 

waver in its defense, and for those who seek to advance their aims by 

inducing terror and slaughtering innocents, we say to you now that our spirit is 

stronger and cannot be broken; you cannot outlast us, and we will defeat you. 

For we know that our patchwork heritage is a strength, not a weakness. We 

are a nation of Christians and Muslims, Jews and Hindus -and non - 

believers. We are shaped by every language and culture, drawn from every 

end of this Earth; and because we have tasted the bitter swill of civil war 

and segregation, and emerged from that dark chapter stronger and more 

united, we cannot help but believe that the old hatreds shall someday pass; 

that the lines of tribe shall soon dissolve, that as the world grows smaller, 

our common humanity shall reveal itself; and that America must play its role 

in ushering in a new era of peace. 
 

To the Muslim world, we seek a new way forward, based on mutual interest 

and mutual respect. To those leaders around the globe who seek to sow 

conflict, or blame their society's ills on the West - know that your people will 

judge you know what you can build, not what you destroy. To those who 

cling to power through corruption and deceit and the silencing of dissent, know 

that you are on the wrong side of history; but that we will extend a hand if you 

are willing to unclench your fist. To the people of poor nations, we pledge to 

work alongside you to make your farms flourish and let clean waters flow; to 

nourish starved bodies and feed hungry minds. And to those nations like ours 

that enjoy relative plenty, we say we can no longer afford indifference to 
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suffering In this election, we offer that choice. Our party has chosen a man 

to lead us who embodies the best this country has to offer. You know, a 

while, back, I met a young man named Scumus in a V.F.W. Hall in East 

Moline, Illinois. He was a good looking kid, six-two, six—three, care eyed, with 

an easy smile. I le told me he'd joined the Marines and was heading to Iraq 

following week. And as I listened to him explain why he'd enlisted, the 

absolute faith he had in our country and its leaders, his devotion to duty and 

service, I thought this young man was all that any of us might hope for in a 

child. 
 

But then asked myself: are we serving Seamus as well as he is serving us? I 

thought of the more than 900 men and women -sons and daughters, husband 

and wives, friend and neighbour -who won't be returning to their own 

hometowns. I thought of the families I've met who were struggling to get by 

without a loved one's full income, or whose loved ones had returned with a limb 

missing or nerves shattered, but who still lacked long-term health benefits 

because they were reservists. When we send our young men and women into 

harm's way, we have a solemn obligation not to judge the numbers or share the 

truth about why they're going, to care for their families while they're gone, to 

tend to the soldiers upon their return, and to never ever go to war without 

enough troops to win the war, secure the peace, and earn the respect of the 

world. If there is a child on the South side of Chicago who can't read, that 

matters to me, even if it's not my child. If there's a senior citizen somewhere 

who can't pay for their prescription drugs and has to choose between medicine 

and the rent, that makes my life poorer, even if it's not my grand parent. If there's 

even if it's not my grand parent. If there's an Arab American family being 
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rounded up without benefit of an attorney or due process, that threatens my civil 

liberties. 
 

It is that fundamental belief - that I am my brother's keeper, I am my sister's 

keeper - that makes this country work it's what allows us to pursue our 

individual dreams and yet still come together as one American family. E 

pluribus Unum. Out of many, one. Now even as we speak, there are those who 

are preparing to divide us, the spin masters and negative ad peddlers who 

embrace the politics of anything goes. Well, I say to them tonight, there is not a 

liberal America and a conservative America - there is the United States of 

America. There is not a Black America and White America and Latino 

America and Asian America - there's the United State of America. 
 

The pundits like to slice-and-dice our country into Red States and Blue State; 

Red States for Republicans, Blue States for Democrats. But I've got news for 

them, too. We worship an awesome God in the Blue States, and we don't like 

federal agents poking around in our libraries in the Red States. We coach Little 

League in the Blue States, and yes, we've outside our borders; nor can we 

consume the world's resources without regard to effect. For the world has 

changed, and we must change" with it. As we consider the road that unfolds 

before us, we remember with humble gratitude those brave Americans who, at 

this very hour, patrol far-off deserts and distant mountains. They have 

something to tell us today, just as the fallen heroes who lie in Arlington whisper 

through the ages. We honor them not only because they are guardians of our 

liberty, but because they embody the spirit of service; a willingness to find 

meaning in something greater than themselves. And yet, at this moment - a 

moment that will define a generation - it is precisely this spirit that must inhabit 

us all. 
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For as much as government can do and must do, it is ultimately the faith and 

determination of the American people upon which this nation relies. It is the 

kindness to take in a stranger when the levees break, the selflessness of workers 

who would rather cut their hours than see a friend lose their job which sees us 

through our darkest hours. It is the firefighter's courage to storm a stairway filled 

with smoke, but also a parent's willingness to nurture a child, that finally 

decides our fate. Our challenges may be new. The instruments with which we 

meet hem may be new. But those values upon which our success depends -hard 

work and honesty, courage and fair play, tolerance and curiosity, loyalty and 

patriotism - these things are old. These things are true. They have been the quiet 

force of progress throughout our history. What is demanded then is a return to 

these truths. What is required of us now is a new era of responsibility - a 

recognition, on the part of every American, that we have duties to ourselves, our 

nation, and the world, duties that we do not grudgingly accept but rather seize 

gladly, firm in the knowledge that there is nothing so satisfying to the spirit, 

so defining of our character, than giving our all to a difficult task. This is the 

price and the promise of citizenship. This is the source of our confidence - 

the knowledge that god calls on us to shape an uncertain destiny. This is the 

meaning of our liberty and our creed why men and women and children of 

every race and every faith can join in celebration across this magnificent 

mall, and why a man whose father less than sixty years ago might not have 

been served at a local restaurant can now stand before you to take a most 

sacred oath. So let us mark this day with remembrance, of who we are and 

how far we have traveled. In the year of America's birth, in the coldest of 

months, a small band of patriots huddled by dying campfires on the 

shores of an icy river. The capital was abandoned. The enemy was 

advancing. The snow was stained with blood. At a moment when the 
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outcome of our revolution was most in doubt, the father of our nation ordered 

these words be read to the people: 
 

"Let it be told to the future world... that in the depth of winter, when nothing 

but hope and virtue could survive... that the city and the country, alarmed at 

one common danger, came forth to meet (it)'". America, in the face of our 

common dangers, in this winter of our hardship let us remember these 

timeless words. With hope and virtue, let us brave once more the icy 

currents, and endure what storms may come. Let it be said by our children's 

children that when we were tested we refused to let this journey end, that 

we did not turn back nor did we falter; and with eyes fixed on the horizon 

and God's grace upon us, we carried forth that great gift of freedom and 

delivered it safely to future generations. 

 


